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:.: :Obse1Vers Rocked: Film Gay Nazis Raping Black Man
London's Institute of Contemporary
Arts (ICA).
.Skin Flick -- which explores the
But the National Assembly
, sexual fantasies of a group of gay Against Racism (NAAR) is so
• n6o-Nazis -- contains a •ten-minute outraged by the film's release that it
'rape scene with skinheads chanting is now organizing a picket to have
:-.monkey" as they commit the act. · the film banned.
The film was shot in the heart of
N AAR secretary Lee Jasper told
Brixton's Black community just The Voice : "I t is absolutely
w;eeks before a nail bomb injured appalling that any institution would
,hundreds of shoppers.
even consider screening this film.
: It is scheduled to 00 su at "Ibis is ao insult to all people
: 'l'ht Black Voic• Nn,s
REPRINTED FROM THE VOICE, LONDON

who are just beginning to piece
their lives together after the
bombings and we are now to see
salt rubbed into their wounds.
"It is potentially inflam'matory
and will contribute towards the
promotion of racism."
Skin Flick has already caused
outrage during filming earlier this
year, when the film's cast and crew
were stoned by enraged onlookers

Disgusted by the presence of
skinheads in Doc Marten boots and
denim, local residents struck back.
The film's producer, Bruce La
Bruce, who calls the film a
"comedy," told The Voice: "There
was tons of trouble with people in
the neighborhood who were
berating us and yelling at us, saying
that we were being really
insensitive about the area and its

io Brixtoo Market

bistoqr

"I started to feel uncomfortable
with the depiction but as it had
already been filmed I decided to go
with it."
He went on: "In the hardcore
veniion it is worse, as the rape
scene lasts longer and there is no
poetic narrative on it.
"The Nazis are f***ing him for
about 25 minutes to music and it is
really graphic.''
Ta Bn,ce clairns that the Black

character's fantasy is to be raped by
a gang of Nazis. He also claims
that although Skin Flick will make
audiences uncomfortable they will
see the characters as a 'fan tasy
idol.'
Arts critic Kieron Corless, who
~aw the film's UK premiere at the
Edinburgh Film Festival, was
repulsed by the rape scene.
"La Bruce has trod a very fine ,
Coc♦in:red oe Rase Ae3
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~ Joyota Employee

·· Finds Lynching
:. : Scene at Work

..
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Powell &Giant Food get Praise from Clinton
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LOS ANGELES

• On August 19, 1999, a complaint was
'f ifed in the Los Angeles Superior Court
of California against TABC, Inc., a
sµbsidiary
of
Toyota
Motor
¥anufacturing North America, located in
Long Beach. The complaint alleges race
discrimination, retaliation and failure to
reasonably investigate complaints of
racial hostility in the workplace, among
other wrongful acts.
On September 14, 1998, as he arrived to
work, James Callier, an African
American, was shocked to discover on his
·:desk a depiction of an African American
· eing lynched. On that day, he found a
• oke bottle that had been painted black,
with eyes drawn in and wool-textured
material glued on as hair. Wrapped
around the "neck" of the bottle was a
rope fashioned into a hangman 's noose.
~r. Callier immediately understood that
he had become the direct target of what
seemed to be a known and tolerated,
racially hostile work environment that
existed at the company.
Extremely disturbed by this finding,
Callier immediately reported the
discovery of the lynching scene · to his
supervisor. TABC initially appeared to
be concerned ·over Callier's discovery and
conducted an investigation. An employee
who eventually admitted painting the
Continued on Page A·2

Dignitaries set around the tables at Powell Manufacturl11g Industries with BIii Cllnton
to conduct business of how to expand this Businessllnc Partnership relationship to
other large and small business In the country. The yam In and behind them Is used to
make mops for claanlng floors.

The Black Voice Niws
NORTH CAROLINA

By Hardy Brown

You have heard Lou Rawls sing
the song "Tobacco Road" and
many of you have never
experienced this back breaking
laboring task in the humid
southern North Carolina sun for
ten long hot hour days. This
daily harvesting of tobacco with
the snakes, worms, mosquitoes,
gnats and getting an occasional
cool drink of water to quench
your thirst was the foundation for
a man named James Powell. He
did this and was paid only eight

Pinkney Outlines Need For Black Involvement

Riverside County
Appoints Public Defender

The Black Voice News
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By Cheryl Brown

RIVERSIDE

RIVERSIDE

The Riverside
County Board of
Supervisors
announced
the
appointment of
Gary Windom as
the County's Public
D~fcnder.
Windom, 49, has Mr. and Mrs. Windom
served as a Senior Deputy Public Defender
in Ventura 'County since 1986, where he
supervises staff attorneys and specializes in
high profile death penalty, three-strike and
CQtriplex homicide cases. Since 1987, he
has served as a Professor of Law at the
Ventura College of Law.
A graduate of the Marquette University
School of Law, Windom spent the first 11
years of his legal career in private practice.
In addition to his duties in Yen_tura,
Windom serves as First Vice-Chair, as well
as Statewide lecturer, for the California
Public Defenqer Association. He also was
a• Board M ember and Past Chair of a
~exuai Assault Commission, charged with
creating crisis intervention programs on
behalf of the California· Office of Criminal
Justice and Planning.
Windom began work in Riverside on
September 22, at a11 annual salary of
$.129,979.
.
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to ten dollars a day while Whites
boys in the south went on
vacation .. I know James Powell,
the son of a sharecropper, who
grew up in this life in the state of
North Carolina, the county of
Jones in the township of Trenton
to James Lee and Minnie Powell.
Powell like many Black
American males born in the
forties, grew up in the fifties, is
no stranger to hard work and
what it takes to get ahead. He has
been an . entrepreneur all of his
Ii fe, so starting his now
flourishing mop manufacturing
business· is no surprise to any of
us from Trenton, North Carolina.

The organizing BAPAC, (Black
American Political Association of
California) meeting was well
attended by members of the
Riverside community who heard
Percy PinkJ1ey a nd former L.A.
City Councilman Bob Farrell talk
about the condition of the Black
vote in California. Pinkney said
forcefully "we must stop the
decline of loss of state e lected
officials in California.," he said.
"Nobody is going to give us
anything. How will we get the
numbers up?. The way we did it in
.the civil rights movement;" he
continued.

Pinkney said the mistake was
made when we didn't train our
young folks to take the place of
Bradley, and Willie Brown. He
asked the question of how a
community with 55% African
American population could elect a'
Jerry Brown Mayor over all the
other highly qualified Blacks. He
said in Oakland the City Council is
slowly declining there are only
two Blacks on the Council. "The
Government took over the school
board there and now Whites head
up everything in the city. How did
this happen in a Black
community?" he asked.
In answering his own question he
said, the CIA putting drugs in our
community was real. The prisons
Continued on Page A·2

On August 12,1999 at his manufactu'rlng plant In Washington D. C. Jamee and Rebecca Powell ware host to showcase what a local
firm can do when they partnership with a large corporation llke Giant Food Inc. Al Gore, Vice President; David Rutataln, President
of Giant Food Inc.; Kavin Chavous, Councllman Ward 7; Anthony• Wllllams, Mayor of DC; Eleanor Holmes Norton,
,Congressw,oman; James Powell, President of Powell Manufacturing Industries, Bill Clinton, President of United States and
Charlene Drew Jarvis, 4th Ward Councilwoman.

This,sharecropper's son had the
experience of a lifetime recently
when the visitors to his

manufacturing plant included the
President and Vice President of
the United States. They and other

large corporate presidents were
on hand to get first hand view of
Continued on Page A·2

Jackson To Teach In Claremont Social Justice In Landrum Police Shooting
The Black Voice News
CLAREMONT

By Cheryl Brown
Rev. Jesse Jackson will top the
list of speakers at the
Intercollegiate Department of
Black Studies of the Claremont
Colleges and the Irvin Landrum,
Jr. Justice Organizing Committee
Teach-In on Social Justice on the
"The Mounds" at Pitzer College
on Thursday, October 7, 1999
from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Landrum, 19, was shot to death
Jesse L. Jackson
in Claremont January 1999, by
two Claremont police officers routinely harassing African
during a routine traffic stop . Americans and Latinos.
Police claim Landrum pulled a
Jackson marched in Riverside
gun and fired at them but the gun on behalf of Tyisha Miller
found at his feet had never been drawin·g national attention to the
fired and had no fingerprints or shooting that has since seen five
smudges. This shooting followed Riverside police officers fired .
on the heels of the Tyisha Miller, The officers who killed Landrum
19, shooting both were shot in are back to work . The Justice
what has been alleged racially Department is investigating both
motivated police shootings. Since · crimes.
the shooting many people have
Others confirmed to speak are,
come forth and charged Claremont College Professors,
Claremont police officers with

members of the Tyisha Miller
Steering Committee and members
of the Irvin Landrum, Jr. Justice
Organizing Committee.
This event is free and open to
the public. For information (909) ·
607-3070.
On Saturday, October 10, from
2-6 a Memorjai Concert for
Landrum will be held at the Little
Bridges Auditorium , Pomona
College and will feature the music
of The Harrellson/Wadd~ngton
Jazz Ensemble, Larry Jackson and
the Holies, Honeyslide, Jeannie
Holliday and her Revue Band,
C_omedian George Loving
Jackson, Gospel Singer "Steve",
James Bensen & .The Oow Dow
Experience and many others.
"Come hear community leaders,
professors, and students speak out
to expose the facts behind the
death of Irvin Landrum, Jr. and
other victims of Police Brutality.
Help stop the cover-up and restore
justice to Claremont and Southern
California," said Ms. Landrum,
his mother.

Don King Enters Publishing, Seeks Black Press Renaissance
The Black Voice News

By Collie J. Nicholson
John B. Russwurm, who
starte d the first Black
newspaper, would be proud of
Don King •- and not becaue he
is th best fight promoter
around.
King entered th e fourth
estate in June of 1998 and will
soon become a ' media mogul
with the ramifications and
impact still to be determined.
But one can be reasonably sure
that the impact will be large,
the significance huge, iµid the
results, for America's national
Black community, will be
great.
"Owning a newspaper has
b een a lifetime ambition,"
King said fo,llowing the

1;-l\/laij to: blackvoice @eee.org

purchase. It also signaled the
start of an exciting era .for an
important but hurting, abu sed
African American industry. ·
Don King is the publisher of
two
improtant
African
American newspapers ·· The
C leveland Call and Post (OH)
and the Columbus Call and
Post.
Writer Lee Ivory,

Indeed, King could do for
Black publishing what Ted
Turner has done for television,
and what ESPN has done for
sports.
King's entry into the
newspaper industry could
realistically have a greater
impact
on
the
Black
consciousness than Black

Comment a ,r y
publisher of the Palm· Beach Entertainment Televis1on and
(FL) Gazette, and others who Ebony and Jet magazines.
King is not a novice in the
follow Black press trends, say
business .
He
Don King could become owner media
of from 25 to 30 Black •established his own te levision
newspapers from Maine to n e twork -- The Don King
Sports and En tertainme nt
California.
Ivory said the purchases Network (OKSEN) ·- in 1982
could make King the "Rupert . and televised a title fight each
Murdoch of Black Publishers." month.

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 27 YEARS

In January, 1991, he formed
King Vision Pay Per View Ltd.,
the second pay-per•view sports
network.
The Cleveland Call and Post,
which has served the Black
community since the late
1920s, will most likely become
the flagship operation of
King's print media operation,
Ivory reasoned.
The Call and Post has a rich
heritage and background and
has a progressive staff that has
initiated a business plan that
will change the manner in
which advertising agencies and
corporate America relate to
Black
publishers
and
consumers.
Again, like in boxing, King
plans to revolutioni ze the
industry.
Don named Connie H

longtime associate, as the Call
and Post's editor•in-c hief.
Harper is a keen analyst of
what is going on in B°lack
America and is an astute
businessperson who can assay
what is important relative to
Black people.
According to a source close
to the National Newspaper
Publishers
Association
hierarchy,
preliminary
negotiations are underway for
King to possibly purchase
n e wspapers in Los Angeles,
Chicago, Sari Francisco,
Brooklyn,
New
York,
Memphis, New Orleans,
Newark, Houston, and in other
major U.S. cities. .
The secret to King's success,
many believe, will lie in his
ability to utilize standard pages
Continued on Page A-2
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like Republican presiden~ial ~andidalf ~eorg~ W.t lush !!.~~ms '
preposterous. l'he suprem,,~~~ gf1W.~\~ ~mer)~ J>?~ti~ ~ ,~ t
Blacks are the ultiplate ,:q.~ ~o'?~/lti~ ·p~rty l~yalists. In recent
presidenµal elections, ·~eJ>t;n:a~~tj~ ~~~~grabbed ~:.to 8S
percent of the B}ack'. ~ote..'S~fi~~\~i( ~9'., 'ic~pf-0fWhites .r ote,!or
Democrats, this cinch BlacK:voteJs the cu~bion that the Democrat
presidential contender, must iiave,,t o'. ~n tbe)Vbite House. Despite tlm
idee r1X~ in Aniericari p@itici1bei-e:'a rtf ~~~~ why'Black l~~
and Democrats should not ignore or @{~?'the C~ter's P!?.ll•,. ·. · ·
. , The Joint Center is no 0y-by~nighfootfit It is ~ .one of)he Dlltion's
oldest and most respected Black Thi~ T#~ks. M~ elected ·~ clats
and poljtical analysts rely ·on its polls. and slllieys to gauge the in()Od of
African,Americans. Another reason to take the P,~ll seriously is.that
Blacks are m<>re prosperous than ever and mo:re conservative than
many think. Two recent polls by the Center confinn: this. It found that
for the first time ever more Blacks than Whites' claimed they were
better oft' financially in 1998 than the year before.
·
It also found that the a majority of BJacks .f avor .~er sentences for
drug use, violent crime, and three strikes"offenses, ~n.d generally
suppory_school vouchers.
., , . ..., . .. ·
·
Finall)', Black leaders must know that many Bla.c ks r:etlexively .vote
Democratic not because of any inherent believe th~t the Democrats
offer everything for them, but because they feel that tlie Republicans
offer nothing for them. And, Republicam have no one but themselves
to blame for this. They have blown every chance they've had to attract
more Blacks to their ranks. The Colin Powell debacle in the. 1996
presidential election was a near textbook example of how Republicans
have mastered the knack of turning Black voters from potential
political friends·into enemies.
The general was universally liked by all voters, liberals, moderates
and even many conservatives. But. he never got out of the Republican
box. The major conservative groups ganged up on- him and threatened
to wage war against him if be actively soug'1t the Republican
nomination. The general didn't have the right stuff for many in the
Republican party.
However, if the party had embraced Powell, and he had actively ran
for the Republican presidential nominee, it would have forced large
numbers of Blacks to listen and ponder the oarty's political message.
1 his would have posed deep political peril for the Democrats. Blacks
make up a big p~rt. of the population in the states that control the
majority of~e nation's electoral votes.
But, Republicans mistreat Black voters for another reason. They, like
most Americans, buy the myth that Blacks are doctrinaire Democrats.
For nearly a half century foJlowing Reconstruction the Democratic
Party was the party of segregation and Jim Crow. Blacks by necessity
were staunch Republicans. The f"ll'St dozen Black elected congressional
officeholders were Republicans.
During the Depression Blacks leaped at FDR's pl'Omise of jobs and
relief by voting overwhelmingly Democratic. But, they did not totally
abandon .the Republicans. In 1956, Republican president Dwight
Eisenhower sent the-first civil rights bill since Reconstruction to
Congress. The same year, Ike grabbed 40 percent of the Black vote to
win reelection. In 1960, Richar~l' Nixon also received a sizable
percentage of Black vote against John Kennedy.
The Democrats regained the Black vote in 1964 because Lyndon
Johnson made good on his civil righ~ pledge and also ~use Blacks
felt that. Republican candidate Ban-,i Goldwater's platform of "states'
tjghts" sent a strong signal that they were not wanted in the party.
Blacks got the same negative signal from Nixon. Powell .criti~ized his
former bosses Ronald Reagan anc\ George Bmh for not showing more
sensitivity on racial matters.
.
.
. Despite the three dei:ad~long cold ·s houlderfroiri Republicans, many
prominent Blacks s!lch as Powell and Alan Keyes still vigorously
support the party. And, in t~e few places .w here Republicans have
made any kind of real .attempt to reach out to Black v.oters they have
significantly boosted their vo~ total ar.nong them. ... .
. .
•;,. Bush has a go_lden·opportunity to soaich. the political ~d ideological
blinders froin the eyis of Repubiicandeaders and daangtthe
perceptio'1 that his pai:ty isnothing ~o~ than a.cozy, good'·ole' White
guys dui,; If he'~fows the di~c~ Blitc~
~galndutifidly pu'Ul tie
Deinoc.raticlever in 2000.
...·
.. . .
. .. ...
..

will

is

:Earl ari HutchinsJ~ ~ ~aii~iially
colllmni;·, a;d
t!irect_'qr;· of the NA~!o1y# .Ailii{nce, for , P,os.iti11f! .: Acti'o.n..
;:maip~#.~!t~Q4fc,@aol.com:·-·1x

• Taft Newman Dies
• Carolyn Harris Hit Head On and Not Hurt
• Oseola McCarty Dies
• Tony Muhhamed Holds Unity Meeting in Mo. Valley
• Police Harass Patrons at Bus Station
• Black Business Expo
• Much, Much, More Don't Miss It.
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Powell and Giant Food get Praise from Clinton

1

Vice President Gore that his
Continued from Front Page
this small business. This is part of company couldn't grow and thrive
a national effort to spur economic without technical assistance and
growth
in
inner-city better training, without tools and
neighborhoods, said President skills that his larger. competitors
Clinton. Clinton continued, "if we already enjoyed. He needed a
expand economic opportunity and corporate mentor. As a result of the
create business, employees and conversation ·Business LINC was
consumers in areas where they born, said Gore.
didn't exist before, that is to me an
"Powell
Manufacturing
inflation-free way to expand our Industries is and example and we
economy. For thirty years are very proud of their record.''
American have wanted to do this, .said Gore. Powell makes mops that
not just politicians; people in are then sold in Gian~ Foods
business have wished there was supermarkets. Rutstein has been a
some way to bring free enterprise mentor with Powell for some· eight
to the people and places that have years. The Vice President thanked
been left behind." A proud moment the Powell family for allowing
of the visit, said Powell, was them .to visit his place of business
"when I introduced one of my and complimented Powell and
employees who has eight children Giant Food for their leadership in
to the President. This is a real this wonderful endeavor.
transfer of economic power that of
President Bill Clinton closed his
ht;lping a man have self-esteem comments by saying" for large
and provide for his family."
companies
helping
small
The President then introduced companies get access to capitol,
Vice President Al Gore who learn the best technology and the
provided the leadership for this best management technology's is
Business LINC (Learning, good for investment, good for
Information, Networking and consumers and good for the
Collaboration) Program. It started bottom line". Powell responded by
when Tom Lazo of Dallas told sayi ng" he has expanded his

for one to two days with pay.
In addition to the coke bottle
incident, employees were forced
to tolerate racist slurs on a daily

despite numerous complaints
from employees.
Further,
. to Ca 11 ier,
·
Afncan
·
accor d ing
·
1
A men can emp oyees were

~Ki.fl.~2~E'If~m:iI~;:~~ ~r;~{i~:~:;~t:~7·i:.~:a~
1ng

business by 45 percent and
increased the number of employees
from three to eleven. "Giant has
introduced me to other business
leaders with other supermarket
chains. It just makes good business
sense for larger companies to work
with smaller companies. They
mentor and nurture us. This creates
opportunities for .welfare-to-work
recipients and -we recycle the
money
back
into
the
communities" .
Mayor Anthony "Tony" Williams
highlighted the event by signing
legislation to make a larger share
of government contracts available
to small businesses in Washington

DC. Williams is the brother of
Rialto resident Lieff Williams.
A
Corporate Presidents who
attended the meeting were; Dana
Mead, , Tenneco , Peter Bijur,.
Texaco, John Tiding, Greater,
Washington Board of Trade,
Pamela McKee, Board of Trade
Community Business· Partnership,
Jack Lew, Office of Management
Budget. Other elected officials'
attending were Congresswoman
Eleanor Holmes Norton , Mayor'
Tony Williams, Councilwoman'
Charlene Drew Jarvis and
Councilman Kevin Chavousj
Patrick Swygert , President of
Howard University.

EDITORIAL

Healing for the City. .. or Family?
By Hardy Brown

Webster defines healing . as
becoming sound or healthy again.
That is what the healers are trying
to do. However, the healers were
never wounded. In the case of
Tyisha Miller's family to be healed
will take longer than those who
were not injured by the shooting of
her untimely death.

It is insensitive for those of us no
personally wounded as the family
is, to say let's put our differences
aside and allow the city to function
as in the past.
How can you say let's have a
healing but ignore the person who
has been injured and that is the
family.
Let's be caring,
understanding and sympathetic· to
the Butler/Miller family at this time.

01f:ljudgeJ1~ , ··
·C6rn;ctiQµSsB9
'you"'i'
. ,•...,ri'·J·ail¾for
,.,. "",·s .
·years:t At the-stt .

:Boai'd can ·i¥e'uC

i1•~•t~!~ll&eac~. ,

nters Publishing, Seeks Black Press Renaissance>

Continued from Front Page

in his newspapers that provide
national coverage of news,
entertainment, education, sports,
religion
and
business
information.
Observers also feel that King
will use his considerable clout
to force better relations between

publisher of th~ Chicago and the
Gary Crusa.der.
Ivory also added that
"advertising agencies are going
to have to change their way of
doing business when the multimarket concept of Black
newspaper ownership is fully
exploited.

journalism departments of . - - - - - - - - - - - . .
Black colleges and universities
in order that a "farm team"
I1

Fam1·1y T.alks

concept is established to
guarantee , media outlets,
throughout the world, welltrained, qualified
Black
journalists.
Ivory said King· is expected to
counsel with and pick the brains
of the top African-Americans in
the BJack newspaper publishing
field--John J . Oliver, Jr. ,
president of the NNPA, Wilbert
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D.
Tatum, John Warren, Karl
Rodney, Keith Clayborne, ·
"Man does not live by bread
Ernest Pitt, Roosevelt Wilson,
alone," according to the
Al Nisa, Barbara Banks, Eric
Scriptures. But my Dad added
Kearney, Dorothy R. Leavell,
"he has a hard time trying to
Sonny Messiah-Jiles , Terry
live without it." Slaves and offJones, William Garth and
springs of ex-slaves have
Charles W. Tisdale.
experienced a most difficult
Garth, who is publisher of
time in trying to get en'ough
five papers in Illinois, stated,
bread to hold their body and
"Don King has an ideal chance
soul together. To an ever
to enlighten not only Whites in
increasing
degree
the
America, but also to educate
government has found it
and inform Black people. Until
necessary to supplement the
Black people are awakened to
bread-basket of certain Negroes.
the importance of having an
A major reason is that those
unfettered voice, nobody can
whites who dominate the
stop the downturn in Black
economic system have denied to
newspaper circulation.
the Negroes the opportunity_to
"It's going to take a new
earn an income sufficient to
approach and a marshaling of
meet their needs. The tax.
the power of the Africanburden for the relief of the
American people. HQpefully,
unemployed is a matte.r of
Don King can do that," he said.
national concern. The denial of
"We've been praying for a
equal job opportunities,
strong, intelligent Black
howev er, is deeper than a
entrepreneur to impress upon
question of bread alone. , It
the community the importance
affects
hou sing,
health,
of telling our story in our own
e ducation and morals. But
words,'.' said Dorothy Leavell,
beyond this , it affects the
former NNPA president and
personal attitudes and emotional

"It will bring~ breath of fresh
air to all of the nation's Black
publishers who are now being
shut out of corporate advertising
bl;ldgets by racist and shortminded mid-level managers."
Charles W. Tisdale, publisher
of the Jackson Advocate, which
was vandalized by a fire in
·

I

1997, said King's entry into the
publishing field will b;
welcomed.
1
"There is no art to find the
mind's construction in the face,
so it is virtually impossible to
gauge the impact of the
inscrutable Don King's entr
Cor,tlnued on Page A-3

Color Limits Job
Opportunities
health of those ~ho are denied disagreeable
work'
equal access to jobs, and raised Consequently, some becam
doubts about the glowing indifferen!, careless, shirke
promises of democracy and the · whenever possible, and resorte
democratic way of life.
to petty thievery to get reveng
Many Afro-Americans who and to supplement their lo
left the farms for the cities after wages. Other conditions tha~
World War I and II were forced made them restless were "the
into domestic and personal long and irregular hours, the
service because they were not varying quantities of work, and
tAlin.e d for anything else. Even the ·vagaries and caprices of
in these fields they found employers.
themselves forced to do the
In general, low income for the
most undesirable jobs, such as males forced more women,
washing and 1roning clothes and children, .and aged persons to
mopping floors because of the work. Their predominance in
increasing competition of the unskilled jobs, together with
foreigners. This competition the racial bias against them,
was more· severe in the North continues to result in "THE
than in the South. In the North, LAST HIRED. FffiST FIRED
no social stigma was attached to SYNDROME."
Frequent
domestic service, and wages dismissals make it difficult for
were also higher
More them to establish seniority
foreigners, therefore, were rights which might give s.ome
attracted to the Northern cities. additional security. The effect
The greater efficiency of many is a disproportionately high
of these workers, together with unemployment rate . Such
the growing influence of the discrimination in any area--'
white unions, worked to the employment,
housing ;
further disadvantage of the education, politics, or civil1
Negro domestic.
rights--is like a cancer which
On the contrary, the low wages becomes manifest at some point
and the stigma of the work in on th e body, but whose
the South gave a limited destructive seeds spread
security to the Negro worker in everywhere and undermine the
these jobs. But many of them entire person--and the people
bitterly resented the fact that, in associated with that person.
spite of their qualifications for
b e tter jobs, they were still
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D
confined
to
the
most

.'
Beautillion Briefing

IFESTYLE.S

The Social-Lites of San Bernardino will begin preparation for the 199
2000 Beautllllon season. Briefing for this event Is scheduled to place on
Saturday, September 25, 1999 and again on Saturday, October 2, 1999.
Participants and their parents are Invited to attend this Informative
meeting which will be held at the Public Enterprise/Dorothy Ingram
Library located at 1505 West Highland Avenue in San Bernardino. For
more Information, contact (909) 854-n30

• Health
• Fitness
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tierman Keynote Speaker for 100 Black Men of Los Angeles
Soboroff Partners and John Agoglia, ·
President of the Los Angeles World
Airport Commission . Master of
Ceremonies for the event this year is
news anchor Dave Clark of KNBC-

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

The 100 Black Men of Los
Angeles, Inc. will hold its 14th
annual Young Black Scholars (YBS)
(undraising dinner, "Milestones to·
the Next Millennium," on
Wednesday, October 13 at 7:30 p.m.
at the Los Angeles Airport Marriott
fiotel.
The keynote speaker for the black
tie affair will be the Honorable
Alexis M. Herman, United States
Secretary of Labor. Distinguished
co-chairs for the event wi II be

The 100 Blacl~ Men of Los
Angeles, Inc., co-founded Young
Black Scholars· (YBS) in 1986 in
response to a study that showed an
alarming reduction in the number of
African American students meeting
entrance requirements of the
University of California. The YBS
program is designed to help
educationally disadvantaged youth
become academically competitive
for admission to the college or
university of their choice.
Since its inception , YBS has

TV.
Honorees for the evening will
include The Honorable Richard J.
Riprdan, Mayor of Los Angeles,
and Ms. Lydia Kennard, Interim
Executive Director, Los Angeles
World Airport. Individual tickets
for the event are $300 and the
Alexis Herman
function will be preceded by a 6:30
Steven Soboroff, President of
. p.m. reception.

Film of Gay Nazis Raping Black Man

Moreno Valley Set to Build New High ~chool
The Black Voice News
MORENO VALLEY

fourth high school to house its
increasing student population.
Staff, students, and parents look
forward to dedicating and
occupying the new high school
and to the renovations at

Continued from Front Page
line and the film ' s content is
extremely charged."
Moreno Valley High School.
" The
rape
scene
was
Funding of these important
overextended and I think he could
projects is possible as a result of
have got his point across less
explicitly and in a shorter running
the passage of Proposition lA
time.
•
approved by the voters in
"It
is
very
charged
material
,
November 1998.
bringing this to London, especially
with the history we have here. The
Lawrence Inquiry and the recent
bombing attacks are something La
, Bruce needs to be made aware of."
Julia Toppin, director of Black
film organization Film Daze, was
also shocked by the film's content. "I haven 't got a problem with the
fact that he has made the film but I
do have a problem with the fact
that it is set in the heart of
Brixton," she said.
"In some contexts -- as in John
,,of+
'lir Singleton's Rosewood -- violence
against Black people is relevant
hecko11mg
io him{' Perliaps:·
; .• «~ ·.
·:·
.
could/indeed-, , be the ;Rupe~-f but I'm not totally sure about the
of this scene and what he
Murdock .,. of tbe Black· isrelevance
trying to say.
'publishing industry.
"If the NFT and the ICA show
Ard th(;!o;.perhaps> he C()Ul~
this film they need to redress this
be 'the'' John B. Rii:sswurm;
negativity by showing more films
starting Black newspapets ' a,!1· . portr.aying Black peopl e in a
'over again·, .reyolutioni~ing"' die

Moreno Valley Unified School
pistrict is pleased to announce
that it has received funding
from the State Allocation Board
in the amount of $31 million for
construction of its fourth high
school. Because the district
received hardship status under
the state school building
program, it was able to secure
I 00 percent state funding for
this project.
The fourth high school will be
located on 50 acres at the
fotersection of John F. Kennedy
Drive and Lasselle Street. The
district purchased this property
: )/terry B. J one,s ,, of Dat~
from
the University of
~eekly
News-;_ of:.,) New
.
.
California in 1997. The new .-.~1❖: ·,s . ::: mover in Louisiana
high school will be able to
'newspaper circles, had this to
house approximately· 2000
,s~y
,b~~t:,Ki~gis
into the
students, which when completed
l !hi~k the .
will result in a · reduction in the
'
i
#fa{eglc·
impotiance
of Dorr
student populations at the
_
K
i~g•s;,i~tr¼v.tJ
i
.
,
f
t?
the
!Jlack
tfistrict's
three · other
pr.i~§.
industry
.
:
highlights
·th~::
comprehensive high schools.
Construction drawings for the
new
high
sc hool
were
previously completed and are i~}.~jfiyeness,, in ,:::c,orppta!e .. steeping, gt~t, t~~t i1;: ~as .~~n
being updated. Construction is
plan ned to begin during the
summer of the year 2000.
The district has long needed a

Orleans;

~nd'"' a.

_entry

l?P~~~i~~(J~~-sg-y:

11ew·;area

~ptetJ)!is~

he

r;;1~~~r8~~
;~:;;~~::::,, , :::i:;.•;1:\r~~t~?i~~:~:;:·

Our Bodies

Dear Dr. Levister: I am sched'uled to undergo surgery for hernia repair. My doctor wants to
use a method called minimally
invasive surgery. What's the
scoop of this technique?
M.G.
Dear M.G.: Operations from
appendectomy to brain surgery
can now -~e performed through
i ncisions less than an inch long.
The instrument that made this
possible is the endoscope. This .
lighted tube Jike in stru ment
allows doctors to "see" inside the
, · body. For example, a Iaparo' scope (a type of endoscope) is a
tube inserted through a small
incision in the body that works
like a video camera. A tiny lens
' at the tip picks up the image of
die internal organs. The surgeon
views this image on a video
monitor.
The abdomen is first inflated
with gas (usually carbon dioxide)
through a small incision near the
navel. This lifts the abdominal
wall and gives the surgeon room
to view the organs and manipulate his or her surgical instruments. Patients who have this
type of operation -- also known

positive light," she said.
Philip Dodd, director of the ICA,
insisted that the ICA was in no
way supporting racism or Nazism.
"We are a place committed to
diversity and not a place
committed to supporting White
supremacists," he said.
"It is so explicitly an unpleasant
scene in which the [racists are]
shot up close and [are] made out to
be vile that nobody could be in any
doubt of what the director is trying
to say.
"At the beginning of Malcolm X,
Spike Lee shows the Rodney King
beating, not because he is in favor
of it, but precisely to show how
intolerable it is.
"I couldn ' t imagine anybody
thinkingitwasanythingotherthan
a vile act."
The NAAR is planning to attract
hundreds of protesters to the film's
opening at the ICA.
Lee Jasper added: "We will be
issuing a call to all theatres to have
lhis film banned.
" We will also be writing to the
British
Board
of
Film
Classification to file a complaint."

high schools in the L.A. basin.
"We are extremely proud of how
well our students' matriculation is
progressing," said Guillermo L.
Hysaw, President and Chairman of
the Board of the 100 Black Men of
Los Angeles, Inc. "We believe that
the collaborative efforts of our more
than 30 community-based partners,
as well as our corporate sponsors,
have forged a bridge for our young
Black scholars that positions them
well into the millennium."
For additional information,
contact Ms. Mel Laurent at (310)
680-1820, visit the 100 Black Men
of Los Angeles ' website at
www.IOObmla.com.

.

Family Strength
is Community
Strength
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Family Service Association of
Western Riverside County
(FSAWRC) is conducting the
second phase of the Thrive
forums beginning September
30th at t 2:30 p .m. at the Eddie
Dee Smith Center at 5888
Mission Blvd., Riverside.
Thrive
(Trust
Healthy
Responsible Involvement Vital
for Empowerment), a unique
community building project
that
supports
healthy
community devel_opment in
three diverse communities in
Western Riverside County
(Rubidoux/Jurupa, Mead Valley
and Sun City), was launched in

1998.

ATTENTION:

li~i fijJifltiit!
Band-Aid Surgery
as minimally invasive surgery -recover more quickly, suffer less
pain and disability than tho se
who undergo a traditional "open"
procedure.
The Laparoscope is used for
some common surgeries such as
gal! bladder removal, gastroesophageal reflux repair, hernias,
gynecologic and orthopedic surgical procedures. While so
called "Band-Aid surgery" -tends to be easier on patients, it's ·
harder on surgeons, demanding
more skill and experience and
often requiring more ti me.

touched the lives of more than
12,000 students through college
preparation semi nars , academic
tutoring, mentoring , health ~nd
wellness workshops and more. The
program spans 9th to 12th grades
and has been cited as a national
model in addressing the educational
needs of African American ·youth by
former Presidents Reagan and Bush,
as well as President Clinton, former
California Governor Pete Wilson
and Governor Gray Davis. YBS
serves student sat more than 172

Board of Supervisors
Board of Regents
City Council Members
City Managers
General Managers
Superintendents of School Districts
Public Utilities

Today roughly 20 percent of all
surgeries are performed Iaparoscopically.
To repair a groin hernia, a surgeon pus·hes the intestines back
into place and strengthens the
groin, using the patient's own tissue or artificial mesh material.
With the minimally invasive version of this procedure this is
done from the inside laparoscopically. Recovery time is shorter
and there are fewer recurrences
and infections. Patients can usually return to normal activity
within four to-eight weeks.

Un4er Proposition 209
Disabled Veterans are to be included in
contract bids approved by your age.n cy or
~istrict for services, at a minimum of 3%

BECOME AFOSTER PARENT

WE u·RGE YOU TO FOLLOW THE LAW
1,

--

INCLUDE DVBE FIRMS

International Foster Family & Adoptions Agency
Several Locations in the Lo~ Angeles and Inland Empire
areas.

JMAW ENVIRONMENTAL/ENGINEERING

For Orientation Call

CONTACT US AT:

(909) 427-9635
(888) 449-4608

(949) 367~1000

SERVICE GROUP

' '

8:00am - 8:00pm
Se Habla Espanol

I •

'

· A Disabled Veterans Business Enterprise (DVBE) Company

....
•Financial
• Real Estate
•Lifestyles

BUSINE SS

The Word in Song
The Moreno Valley Section of the National Council of Negro
Women , Inc. cordially invites the public to celebrate The Word in
Song, Gospel Brunch at the B.B. King's Blues Club, Universal
City Walk on Sunday, October 10. Cost for transportation and
brunch is $45.00 for adults and $40.00 for seniors. For more
information, call (909) 242-4897
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Conference Focuses on Marketing to Diverse Cultures
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Inland Empire business owners
and marketing profes~ionals
intent on broadening their
customer base are invited to
attend "Marketing in. a Diverse
Society," an all-day conference
on Thursday, October 26 at the
· marketing to Hispanic, AsianUniversity of California,
Arnerican and African American
Riverside Extension Center.
markets, as well as international
The conference will focus on
marketing, E-commerce, focus
how to market to the various
groups, demographics and
ethnic groups represented in the
personal selling. Conference
Inland Empire and throughout
attendees will be able to attend
all of Southern California.
three of nine workshop sessions.
The conference, sponsored by
Despite the rapid growth of
the Professional Women's
Hispanic households throughout
Roundtable and co-sponsored by
the Inland Empire and all of
UCR's Office of Governmental
Southern California, they are
and Community Relations, will
often overlooked by businesses
feature distirlguished speakers,
in their marketing efforts .
keynote breakfast and luncheon,
Latinos in the Inland Empire
and
amp le
networking
alone represent $IO billion in
opportunities. It is expected to
attract more than 200 business

spending power, while i'n
California that number is
currently higher than $100
billion. A recent report from the
Census Bureau shows that onethird of the residents of
Riverside and San Bernardino
counties in July 1998 were
Hispanic, compared to only onefourth in 1990. Yet' Hispanic
househ olds throughout the
United States on average receive
.between 16-24 pieces of direct
mail per year, compared to the
350 pieces received by the
average
general
market
household.
Keynote speaker is Robert
Orci, president of La Agencia de
Orci, one of the largest Hispanic
marketing agencies in the United
States, representing clients
including Washington Mutual,
A'm erican Honda and Allstate

advance; $115 the day of the
event, subject to availability.
For more information, call
Karen Bergh at (909) 276-0992.

Insurance.
The conference will be held
from 7:30 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. The
cost is $95 if registered in

To register, call the Professional
Women's Roundtable at (909)

369-2776.

BIG Promises March on Washington
The Black Voia News
WASHINGTON

Blacks In Government (BIG)
President, Gerald R . Reed,
called for a national march on
Washington to protest growing
discrimination in the Federal
government in a speech during
the Congres!!ional Black Caucus
Annual Legislative Conference.
The march is expected to
precede BIG's August 2000
national conference and will
climax an aggressive legislative
agenda targeting discriminatory
practices in the government.
"We don't need another study,
another focus group, another

report or another investigation," Management (OPM) and the
stated Reed. "Everyone knows lack of accountability by
what the problems are ~nd have agencies and the Equal
been told repeatedly how to ,Emp \oy ment
Opp9rtunity
correct them. Until the agencies Commission (EEOC).
are held accountable and
BIG is an organization of
someone is punished for these government employees from
actions, nothing will change.''
federal, state, and local agencies
The call came dur ing a committed to quality public
symposium on the adverse service through equality of
impact of the National opportunity. More than 200
Partnership for Reinventing chapters around the country •
Government (NPR) on racial seek to represent the interests of
minorities, entitled "NPR: The some 2.3 million African ...
New Spoils System?" A panel American
government
of employees and advocates employees. For addi-tional
cited the loss of oversight by the information, visit the website at
Office
of
Personnel www.bignet.org.

and
community
Ie aders. c::::::::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1-_■_•_•~~~~~=Seminar sessions will cover
- ----· -·---·
1{
1
~
~~

Colon Named GM of
Toyota Motor Sales
Toyota Motor
Sales, U.S.A.
Inc.
has
announced
two
top
management
changes in its
Portland
Regional
offices,
James Colon
headq uarters
for
Toyota
sales
and
administration operations in the
Pacific Northwest and Alaska.
James Colon, 46, has been named
the region's General Manager and
Dave Depew, -38, is Assistant
General Manager.
Colon, formerly the region's
Assistant General Manager, has
compiled a 19-year career with
Toyota.

Gas Co. Offers NoCost Heater Repair
The Black Voice News
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69th Year

For more than 150 years, African-American ne\l,·spapers
have provided a voice for the hlack community and a
forum for examining issues of critical imporumce to
both that community and the larger society.
Today's hlack press sustains that legacy by highlighting
the accomplishments of African-Americans and
addressing such issues as the effect~ of crime and teen
pregnancy, and the deficiencies and opportunities in
education and employment. Its collective voice is
capable of mming men and mountains.
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Indianapolis, Indiana, Jan. 25, 1964
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Convict

LOS ANGELES

As the days become shorter, and
the inevitable chilly winter months
lie ahead, Southern California Gas
Co . (The Gas Company) is
extending an offer to its limitedincome customers to repair or
replace their non -working gas
furnaces free-of-charge.
' The free offer, open to qualified
' customers who reside in the
property they own, is part of the
utility's Du:ect Assistance Program
(DAP). The work is performed by
bonded and licensed contractors
who are screened by The . Gas
Company.
Other services available through
The Gas Company's Direct
Assistance Program include
weatherization services, such as
caulking and weather-stripping
doors and windows, and he
installation of attic insulation.
The Gas Company recommends
customers repair or replace their .
furnaces during the off-season
when the weather is warmer and
demand on heating contrac,to~s is
Jess.
To sign up for the furnace-repair
and replacement program, or for
more information, customers can
call The Gas Company at 1(800)
33 1-7593.
Southern Californ ia Gas Co .
(SoCa!Gas) is the nation's largest
natural gas di"stribution utility,
se rvin g 18 million consumers
through 4.9 million meters. The
company 's service territory
encompasses 23,000 square miles
in most of central and Southern
Californi a.
SoCalGas is a
subsidiary of Sempra Energy
(NYSE:SRE) a Fortune 500 energy
services holding company based in
San Diego, with 12,000 employees,
revenues of $5.5 billion and more
than 8.5 million customers in the
United States, Europe, Canada,
Mexico and South America.
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Philip Morris Companies has supported the black
press ,since the 1930s hecausc we believe that meaningful discussion takes place only when e1ery'011e is in
the conversation.
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Please join us in saluting the African-American press
and ten of the oldest continuously puhlished black
papers in America.
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Philip Morris salutes ten of the oldest
continuously published
black newspapers in America.
1884 The Philadelphia Tribune
1892 Baltimore Ledger (Afro-American)
1892 Houston lnfonner
1895 Indianapolis Recorder
1905 Chicago Defif'Tl.11,Jl'T
1909 Amsterdam News
1909 Norfolkjournal & Guide
1910 Pittsburgh Courier
1912 St. LouisArgus
1920 Cleveland Call & Post
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LAW OFFICE OF

$ EXTRA INCOME $
FIND OUT HOW YOU!
CAN EARN RESIDUAL INCOME

RICHARD

F. NEVINS

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR
Retirement Estate Investment
College Long-term

THRU THE "Deregulated"
Ta>ces
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

Public Utilities Industry
(telephone, pagers, internet, pre-paid calling cards
& soon cable tv, p.c.s digital cellular, electric, water,

gas)
Work at Home - Full or Part Time

HARDY BROWN

*w

tiUl)OU.Al!T~l!~

s29~~-

$64.95
Exp. 9 · 30 - 99

Fax 909•889-8015

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

~

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

Auto, Home Owners
Cal. Lie. #034 I 370

Since 1967
GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL
Ph. (909) 369-9752 .
Fax (909) 369-9252

SMOG CHECK

II

909•496•1167

Member Pacific Exchange,

· I NASD. SIPC

LEON CARRIGAN, JR.
Insurance Agency
Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial,

FREE TAIL PIPE EMISSIONS CHECK

SunAmerica Securities, Inc.
Post Office Box 7637
San Bernardino, CA 92411

(909) 686-5193

Take Your First Step! Call Now:
(800) 290-0571

I,,,

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric J>sychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

P.O. Box 5342
Riverside, CA 92517

PREAPPROVED AUTO LOANS

• No Credit? • 1st Time Buyer?
• Bankruptcy? • Repossession?
You Can Be Preapproved today

Kristen Baines

Office Hours
By Appointment

(909) 689-8916

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

1201 Kettering Drive, Ontario, CA 91761
(909) 372-1670
E-mail: Crytoyota@aol.com

"Serving the Community with Quality Care and Expert Service"
• fin~ Pitt
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• (tl'.Stom f mmin9
{«:$t Towo Gote Center)

CLE.ANERS

Sot. • l 1:00-6 pm
~ -t.ibie & Geo Broolis

Pllt:H\e (909) 697•4752

.,,,,

~
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-
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Bus: (909) 496-4709
Pgr: (909) 549- 7213

BACHELORIBAHCELORETTE

MALE EXOTIC DANCERS

F EMALE EXOTIC DANCERS

OFFICE PARTIES

ANY COSTIJMES

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

GRADUATIONS

ANNIVERSARIES

SINGING TELEGRAMS

YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED SHOW

SINGLES/CoUPLES

PRIVATE Snows

Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits

•

ONE DAY ALTERATION

DRAPERY

SITE

Per Pleat Lined

A Residential & Commercial
Real Estate Brokerage

LOOKING FOR INLAND EMPIRES
SUCCESSFUL SINGLE BLACK MEN &
WOMEN 21-50 Years

MlkeTeer .

for Residential Appraisals
Notary Public
Propeny Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

Must present coupon
with incoming orders,
not valid with other

13373 Perris Blvd. #E410
Moreno Varley
Hours: Mon-Sat- 8:30am-7:00pm

3585 Main St., Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

FINE
P. 0. Box 53152
Riverside, CA 92517
Deadline: Oct. 14, 1999

I

~~~

JAZZY BOYY SALON
&
BOUTIQUE & GOSPEL
MUSIC
(909) 242-8248

•

Send one photo and a 300 word essay about ·why you
should be choosen to be on next years calendar.
Photos cannot be returned. Mail to:

SPECIAL

SERVICE MA STER TAILOR ON

ALL PROMOTIONS

LET Us SET IT OFF!

99¢

ONE DAY CLEANING SERVICE

-,•

TOP NOTCH ENTERTAINMENT

IWkT

ALL AGES WELCOME
Reading with Children
Activities
Breakfast & Lunch Provided
Mobile Service Provided

T1.-es.-fn . 11 .00-7 pro

l 262S fr~ri<k St 1-9
tY.oreoo Volle-y. <A 92553

----

RAINBOW DAY CARE

Also Late Night Appointments Available
Page Robert at 909 -774-8223

FOR SALE - CONTACT DARREL

Specializes In Reuniting Loved Ones

Solves All Problems

(909) 242-7952

Psychic Spiritualist
Pal m and Tarot Card Reader

-~----

Insurance &
Securities Specialists

Special $5
reading
with Ad

Past
Present
Future

~°'/~;
: ,~~(9?.~:~-~~?;2
Lic.#330901920

WOMEN, INFANTS,
CHILDREN
PREGNANT?
BREAST FEEDING?
INFANTS!
CHILDREN UNDER 5!

There is
EXTRA FOOD!!!
4 you at WIC

Call 1-800-455-4942
Mon- Fri 8:00-5:00
You May Qualify even If you're working
WIC Is an Equal Opportunity Program
Saturday and evening appolntmen.ts at
some sites
'

Bring this ad for a free gift
WIC Babies Are Healthier Babies

CRESCENT
CITY

3887 Arlington Ave., Riverside, CA Kathryn 909.779-1566

✓ Low Cost Insurance
✓ Low Downpayment
✓ Low Monthly Payment

CREOLE
RFSTAURANT

Commercial • Auto • Home • Life • Health

9395 Monte Vista
Ave.
Montclair, CA. 91763

"DONT FORGET''

Great" Home and

VON'T HAVE MONEY FOR AVOWN PAYMENT - ,rs OK
DOffT HAVE MONEY FOR CLOSING cosr ,rs OK

LAST DAY

Auto Packages
Available

#

TO
REGISTER TO VOTE
INTHE .

MONE M. SWANN
Broker/Agent
License # 0C03720
5955 BROCKTON AVE, • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
92506
PHONE (909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400
PAGER (909) 340-5078

• BRAND NEW HOME
•H!IDHOME

NOVEMBER 2, 1999

•MlSHOMf

ELECTION

For further information contact
BOBBI ROUNDS AT TOWER REALTY

IS

(909) 369-8002

EXPERIENCE

RJS TELECOM & VIDEO PRODUCTION
Expertise in Residential and Commercial wiring
including telephone, internet, television and all
business wiring needs.

E8EE Estimates

PNC MORTGAGE
A subsidiary of PNC Bank Corp

(=:t

(909) 482-0566
(Montelalr)

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

·Jlffl.AN,.A WINGS
CAND #ENIIG
Now Open on Sunday
Noo·n to 6:00 p.m.

Professional video .taping service for ail your
special engagements

Earline McKenzie
Loan Officer ,
888 567 6949 Tel
909 272 7954 Pgr

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:0.0 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1999

FOR THE BEST· L
MORTGAGE

,rs

()OtfT HAVf GOOD CREVIT
OK
WE CAN STIU 1-/ElP YOU PIJRCHASf YOl/R VERY OWN:
#

An equal housing_lender

~~;::stiGf[i~6 a.m. ~e~:~:~s~~~~I~ Fri~ay

FEATl«ING -a.
DI FDEN,FLAl'•S IIF llrr
WINGS

JAY SHAW
(909) 349-1956 office
(909) 445-4172 voice mail
RJS2~07@aol.com-~mail

Subscribe & Advertise
(909) 682-6070
,

I

Hours: Monday-Wednesday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

(909) 782-8219

3590 So. Pierce St.
Riverside, CA 92505

Mobile Catering Service Available -- Any whe re -- Any T ime
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - All Occasions

(909) 352-7390

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

I

I)

'
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4th Fatima Conference for World Peace Set for October
The Black Voice News
CANADA

An international group of
Catholic bishops, priests and
laymen will gather in Hamilton,
Ontario this fall to discuss and
promote the message of Our Lady
of Fatima. The conference,
scheduled for October 1st through
18th, is the fourth to be organized
by the The Fatima Crusader, a
publication dedicated to carrying
the Fatima Message to Catholics
throughout North America and the
world. Previous conferences held in
Fatima (Portugal), Mexico City and
Rome produced formal resolutions
urging the Pope and all Catholic
, bishops to perform a solemn
consecration of Russia, as
requested by the Blessed Virgin
Mary
in Her miraculous
apparitions.
The Fatima Crusader is published
in Fort Erie, Ontario by Fr.
Nicholas Gruner, whose continuing
efforts to promote the Message of
Fatima have attracted opposition
from some high-ranking Vatican
officials.
Fr. Gruner's biography, Fatima
Priest, describes him as "the most
controversial priest in the Catholic
. Church today." His Fatima Crusade
movement , has an estimated
l ,OOO,OOO followers in Canada and
the United States.

!n an effort to silence Fr. Gruner,

some Vatican officials have
challenged his status as a .priest,
and have attempted to force him
into effective exile in Italy. Fr.
Gruner has fought these actions
through the Church's internal
tribunals, which regulate disputes
between bishops and clergy. After
more than a decade of intermittent
proceedings, Fr. Gruner remains a
fully incardinated Catholic priest in
good standing.
Most notable amo·ng the speakers
at the October conference will be
Archbishop Emmanuel Milingo,
who sparked a controversy of his

own a few· years ago, when he
charged in a public address that the
church is in need of exorcism
because "the smoke of Satan" has
infiltrated the Vatican. Other
scheduled speakers include the
authors of several books on
Catholic traditional themes, and the
editors . of several prominent
Catholic publications.
The Fatima Crusade is ultimately
dedicated to heeding the message
of Our Lady of Fatima. In a series
of apparitions to three shepherd
children at Fatima, Portugal in
1917, the Blessed Virgin Mary

Mission Africa 2000 -Bridging the Gap -- presents a
musical concert Breaking Down
Barriers with B -Rite music
recording artists, The Gospel
Gangstaz and with special guest
appearance by Reap Records
recording artists The Dynamic
Twins on November 6th at
Ecclesia Christian Fellowship,
1314 E. Date Street, San

suffer, and various nations will be
annihilated." The Fatima Crusade
seeks to persuade the world 's
bishops to perform the consecration
as requested, in order to bring an
end to the wars which have made
the 20th Century the bloodiest in
human h.istory.
The focus of the Fatima Message
on Russia as a prime source of evil
in the world conflicts with Vatican
policies initiated in the 1960s,
which softened the Church's stance
against Communism. The architects
of that Vatican policy, known as
"ostpolitik," were the first to raise

opposition to Fr. Grun er's
apostolate, which ma intains a
strongly anti-Communist position,
in keeping with the Message of
Fatima.
The October conference will
renew the urgent appeals made to
bishops at previous conferences to
heed the Message of Fatima .
Participants at previous conferences
in Mexico City and Rome passed
resolutions calling for the
consecration of Russia, which were
later delivered personally to the
Pope.

First Annual Gospel Festival College Fun.draiser A Huge Succe~s
Hosted by gospel performers
Shirley Caesar and Edwin
An unprecedented collaboration Hawkins, television host Bobby
involving three of the nation's Jones and singer/actor Lou Rawls,
most influential African American the First Annual Gospel Festival I
organizations was announced by featured some of gospel music's :
the United Negro College Fund, most
renowned
artists.
Congress of Nati.onal Black Performers included Kirk Franklin
Churches, and the National Urban and Nu Nation, Fred Hammond
League.
and Radical for Christ, Take 6,
These three organizations joined Yolanda Adams, Dottie Peoples .
forces to host the First Annual and The Williams Brothers.
The First Annual Gospel I
Gospel Festival, in an effort to
raise money for scholarships for Festival represented a historic ;
deserving youth se_eking to obtain affiliation between the UNCF, the :
a college education. The Gospel NUL and the CNBC -- three of the :
Festival debuted exclusively on nation's most respected African 1
Photo by Harden Richards
Black Entertainment Television American orga,nizations
. (l-r): Bobby Jones, Shirley Caesar, Edwin Hawkins, and Lou Rawls served as co-hosts of the First Annual Gospel
(BET) this past weekend.
promoting a common cause: : Festival which aired on BET this past weekend.
The Black Voice News

FAIRFAX, VA

Gospel Gangstaz in Concert at Ecclesia
The Black Voice NewJ
SAN BERNARDINO

promised to bring peace to the
world if certain requests wefe
granted. The key request was that
the Pope, together with all the
bishops of the world, solemnly
consecrate Russi a to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, in order
to convert its people to
Catholicism . With this request
came a warning that, if the
consecration was not performed,
"Russia will spread her errors
throughout the world, raising up
wars and persecutions against the
Church. The good will be martyred,
the Holy Father will have much to ·

Bernardino beginning at 7:00
p.m.
Sponsored by Practical
Believers Int. Ministries, Pastor
Kodjoe Sumney, M .A., Ph.D.
and
Ecclesia
Christian
Fellowship, Pastor Joshua
Beckley, in association with
Showtime
Multimedia
Productions.
For more information call
(909) 874-5533 or (909) 8836855.

academic excellence and higher
education.
"As our organization's motto
states, 'Our Children Equal Our
Destiny,"' said Hugh B. Price,
President and CEO of the National

Urban League. "Efforts such as for success in the new
this historical collaboration are the millennium."
keys to ensuring that our youth are , At press time, The Black Voice
prepared
financially
and News was unable to secure the
spiritually to meet the. academic amount the fundraiser garnered
challenges that will prepare them from this unprecedented event.

Seekin·g Talented Christian Children
The Black Voice News
MONTCLAIR

Gospel Gangstaz

The week ly Live Gospel
Music Showcase at the 'elegant'
Crescent City Restaurant has
opened its stage to young gospel
performers. The regular diners
of this restaurant are comprised
of a mature Christian audience.
We are seeking young gospel
s ingers, musicians, and poets
from the ages of 4-years-old to
12-years-old to perform every
fourth Sunday. Rap and hip hop
artist/performers are not
encouraged to reply. The stage
area
is
too
small
to
accommodate praise dancers .
All other performers are

All God's children are winners!
We are offering an opportunity
for the children to spotlight their
talent beyond the walls of the
church . Merchants of school
supplies and clothes are
encouraged to donate gift
certificates for the performing
children.

Bishop Blake
Hosts Regional
COGIC
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Monday, October 4th at 8:00
p.m., th e San Bernardino ·
Region C.O.G.I.C., will hold

The Crescent City Restaurant
is located at 9395 Monte Vista
Avenue in Montclair. The
Gospel Music Showcase i-s
every Sunday from 3 p.m. to 7
p.m. To book a child for a
future
fourth
Sunday
performance, be a guest, or
donate a gift, contact Reverend
Richard Jones at (714) 2558516.

Saint John
Missionary
Baptist
Church

its 1st Jurisdiction to welcome
Bishop Charles E . Blake, Jr.,
Located at 20170 Markham
Prelate.
Street, Perris, CA 92570, is
There wi1l be gospel signing
in need of an experienced
and a dynamic Holy Ghost
musician
and drum player.
.filled message by Bishop
16th St. SDA
If you feel that this is your
Blake . The services will be
Welcomes New
calling, please contact
held a t Holy Land COGIC,
Pastor
Pastor
Aircey Hayes, Sr.,
1024 N. "G" Street, San
The Black Voice News
ASAP to schedule an
Bernardino, with host Pastor
SAN BERNARDINO
interview at (909} 657-5058.
Supt. Lenton Lenoir. All are
Four a bountiful blessing, all ' welcome.
Please prepare a resume of
are invited to hear the new
your past experience.
For more information , call .
pastor, Elder George Jackson,
(909) 38 1-2662.
this Saturday morning at
Sixteenth Street S.D.A. Church
beginning at 11 :00 a.m.
In addition to this wonderful
CHRISTMAS KETTLE
service, of great interest for
There's A Kettle At a Store Near
those who attend will be the
mid-week praye r and praise
-You
service
on
Wedn esday
107-Years-Old & Still
beginning at 7:15.p.m.
Sixtee nth Street S .D.A. is
Active
located on the comer of 16th
and Medical Center Drive in
San Bernardino.
welcome to showcase their
spiritual talents during the
regular weekly showcase.
This is not a tale nt contest!

The Salvation Army

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Individual, Schools, Businesses & Service Organi7::itions

(909) 784-4490

worship everv
week at the Church
of vour Choice
'

II

To some, Christmas means gaily decorated trees and beautiful wrapped
packages.
To many local people last year, it meant caring assistance from The Salvation
Anny.
When you pass a red kettle this year, make it more than just another Christmas
symbol. Re member what it means to so many.

..
The Black Voice News
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Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST

Bethel AME
Church

:,..\.

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-UFE
"Celebrating 12 Years of Ministry"

Enrollment open for Preschool & Kindergarten
students. Call to register.

,:s:

·,

~Y
~

i f·
HI

.

LIBECHRISTIANACADEMY

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

, ..'

.·_.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer
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Pastor Ron and Lavette

Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Sunday Worship Services
8am, 9:45am, 11 :30am, & 7pm
Sunday School at 8am & 9:45am
Wednesday Bible Study. 7:30pm
Friday Fellowship Services. 7:30pm

Join us at the RIVERSIDE
CONVENTION CENTER on
Sunday, OCtober 24, 1999

(ever 1st & 3rd)

Worship Services
10:4~m& 7pm

"1..tdl...J'lf'-••!b.J"

Prayer• Tues thru Friday• 6am, 12n,
7pm

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH ·

Sarurday Service
Sabba1h
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youlh Special Service

Sunday School •
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

AMOS TEMPLE CME
5860 Arlington Avenue

Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 683-1567

Worship Services

Prayer and Bible Study
6:30 p.m.

Rev. Terry & Teresa .Wednesday
Tapley .

Second Baptist Church

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, CA

Office: (909) 684•7532 • FAX: (909) 684-1564

(909) 359-0203

www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E•MAIL: Sec8aptist@Earthlink.net

WEEKLY SERVICES
SJmJIJn

Sunday Sernces
8:30

a.m.;f,}:

8:30a.m.
'
9:45
Rev. Michael and
10:15
Sherrie Edwards

a.m.
a.m.

7:00 p.m.

Thursday Bible Study

'"

Wednesday Service•

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt.

II

Trinity Baptist Church

9.Japtw, eliwu:Ji

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA

Services held at Kansas Avenue
S.D.A . Church
5870 Limonitc Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 682--4407

Jf9MJYIM'Y:leea
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study

9:30 am
11 :00 am
5:00 pm

Dr. & Mrs. George

5:00 pm
7:00 pm

King

3100 N. State Street
San Bernardino, CA
SERVICE TIMES:

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Wednesday

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan
Midweek Meditation &
Bible Study
7:15 p.m.

Refreshing
Spring Tample

W••ttv S•cvt,•s
Sundov

Morn. Worship 11 :00 o.m.
Eve. Worship
7:00 p.m.

Sun. School
Sun. New Members' Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
Thursday

3600 Park Ave .
Riverside, CA 92507

BIBLE STUDY

(909) 784-0860

Tues. (Focus on the Family)
Every 2nd Tues.
7:00 p .m .
Wed. Night
7:00 p .m .
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

"II ploc• wh•r• olt •ov
co•• ond b• refreshed•

Bibi• Study

7:00 p.m.

Evangelistic Serv.7:30 p.m.

March Field Christian Church

presents

15801 Harmon Street

(800) 650-5557
Schedule ot Service

Dr. Jackson M. Doggette,
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette S 8 t d
1st Lad
ur ay
Y
Weekly Worship & Celebration
Services
4:00 p.m.

THE BooK OF Am
7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410

9:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
11:15 a.m.

PasCor Har,·e,· &
:"llrs. llean ,lones

4909t

7:00 p.m.

884-82,,.1

(909) 682-9960
WEEKLY SERVICES
Pastor William &
Jamellza Carter

HEAVEN WITH

COMMUNITY RESTORATION

8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
(909) 603-4041 · RainbowCPC@aol.com

and
SOUL SAVING REVIVAL
to be held at

Wed. 7:00 PM
Sat. 11 :00AM
Sat. 6:00 PM

Prayer Meeting
Praise/Worship
Miracle Service

1 block west of Archibald and
1 block south of 9th Street

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
Or. D.C. Nosakhere
Thomas
Senior Pastor

20170 Markham Perris, California, Telephone (909)
657-5058

Reverend A. Hayes
Fastor

Church

~

REV. LEROI LACEY

5:30

MONDAY-FRiDAY AT

12345 Mountain Ave., Unit U

(909) 628-0112
WEEKLY SERVICES

Uniting God's People

PM

Music COUNTDOWN - SATURDAY NIGHT

12 AM

MIDNIGHT

call

(909) 688-1570

Evangelist Dr. E. Jones
Revival Nightly 7:30 p.m. Sept.
27 - Oct. 1 1999
Rev. A. Hayes

Receive Ye the Holy Ghost, INSTANTLY
Directions:
From Riverside: 215 South, exit on Ramona/Cajalco, tum
right and go three lights to Brown St., Right on Brown St., to
stop sign which is Markham. Make a left. The church Is on
the right. RV Park on tne left.

(888) 524-8387
WEST COVINA

' ~can do all things through Christ
who strengthens

~,

me..

Mount Olive Baptist Church
850 River Drive Norco, CA 91760 .

(909) 898-1402 (909) 898-1404 fax
PASTOR LAFAYETTE S. WHITE JR.

Sunday School ..................................................................9:45am
Sunday Worship ................ .............................................. 11 :00am
Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study .......................................... 6:30pm
.

Community Church
"Now lhanks be ~nto God, which always leads us to triumph in Christ". .

2200 E. Holt Blvd., Ontario
(Ontario Airport Marriott Ho1el)

(909) 808-9008

Murph ChapelAfrican Methodist Episcopal
Church
1381 Pass & Covina Road
West Covina, CA 91744
' (626) 917-3686
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Bible Class
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Choir Practice
7:30 p.m.
Bowling
6:00 p.m.

RIVERSIDE

MUSICIAN WANTED

Join us for a mountain top E!xperience.

Sr. Pastor

Bringing the gospel message

- Herbal & Homeopathic Systems and Products - Proven . Effective,
and Available At Reasonable Prices . Products ·tor: Anxiety, Skin
Care, Weight Loss, Insomnia, Pain due to Arthritis, Decreased
Libido, Everyday Fatigue, Cardiovascular He·a lth and much more.

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL

Bishop Joel Block

Sunday Morning Worship
9:00 a.m.
Children's Church-Sun.
9:00 a.m.
Tuesday Bible Study
8:45 p.m.
Women's Ministry 1st &
3rd
Wednesdays of the Month
6:45-8 p.m.
Men's
Ministry
2nd
Saturdays of the Month
8:00-10 a.m.

KAIETE.UR ENTERPRISES, INC.

and

PM SUNDAY

N':eqtueuc, ~u ~ "
Chino, CA 91710

Church School9:00 a.m.
Worshi~ 10:00 a.m.

WEEKU: ORDER Qf SEBYJCE:
Prayer:Tuesday
9:30 a.m .
Thursday
5:30 p .m .
Friday
10:00 a.m .
Bible Study: Wednesday
6:00 p .m .
SUNDAY $ERYJCES;
Sunday School
9:45 a.m .
MorningWorship
ll:30a.m.

12 Noon

Rainbow Community Praise Center

(Services at Arnold High School)
Riverside, CA

11

7 p.m.

. (Located in the theater)

(lost Friday of eoclJ "'•"th)

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

To

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 430, Moreno
Valley, CA 92556

4300 W . Green R i ver Rd .
Corona, California

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life.

HIGHWAY

II a.m.

Crossroads
Community Church

Services

Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship Servicel0:00.a.m.

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

IO a.m.

Schedule of Service

St. Timothy Community
Church

James

Community
Dapdst Church

(909) 656•4015
"A church where everybody I s
somebody"

Wukly Service

Pastor Eullaa J.

· New Beginnings

iet1rnuu Or it1<YJCts
Sunday Services
11 :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Srudyl0:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer &:
Bij,le Srudy
7 :00 p.m.

.N,ew.&n.t.wuf
5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-Sl71

(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

MONDA Y·FRJDAY

Noonday Prayer
12:00p.m.

ll:IIISl:aNIIUIUn:11

Rev. Shermella Garrett•Egson

Olivia Ash

6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
·

Mien CllaNI
..urtcan MeCIN>dllt

7:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
10:15 a.m.

Pastor Elder Lawren'ce C. and

Sunday:
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
YPWW

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel•ame-riv.org

Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
7:45 p .m .
#Second in Name, First in Loven

Valley Fellowship Seventh
Day Adventist Church .

SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & BibleSrudy
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Youlh Service
WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Srudy & Prayer

Sunday 7:30-8:00 pmKPRO 1570 AM

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O . Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

(Aduhs only} 1 ·

Senior Pastor

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning
Worship
8:00 &c 10:45 a.m.

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Early Mol'fW'g Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

Marc K. Woodson

A Church on the Mo,. for God/

Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &:
Bible Study
I 7:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Worship
Children's Church

5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-1757
WEEKLY SERVICES

9: 15 am.
9: 15 am.
11 :00 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

WEEKLY SERVICES

Worship Services

GOD IN CHRIST

· Ave.
Riverside, CA
92504
(909) 779-0088

Sunday

.WORLD CHURCH OF

Weekly Order Of Service

,.. 5694 Jurupa

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

LIGHT OF THE

2625 Avalon Stteel
Rubidoux, CA 92509
(909) 276-8374

'

Gibson

After Sund11y Scrive

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

we.t-fave
Churc"

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
9:15 a.m.
Song Service
9:30 a.m.
Sabbath School
11:00 a.m.
Church Service
Adventist Youth

I

Child:P.~~r:,
&ff'S911-

p.v

Sunday Services:
• 9: 15 AM ... ... ... .. ....... .. ... Sunday School
• 10: 15 t\M......... worship Celebration

Come Join Usl
email: greatervlctory@mail.com
Malling Address: P.O. Box 728-316 Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91729

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship .10:45 a.m.

Evening Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Communion and Baptism every 1st Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
.Sunday Service
9:20 a.m.
Round Table Prayer
9:30 a.m.
Sunday school
10:50 a.m.
Morning WoPShip
•6:00 p.rn.
Evening Wodtiip
(Wednesday)
6:00p.m.
Teachers Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Bible Study

New Visions Christian Community
Church
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area)
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson, Jr.,
M .Ed., M.Div
Sunday
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship & Praise 11:00 :i.m.
Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Thursday
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.

SAN BERNARDINO

Holy Land COGIC
1024 N. "G" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 am
Morning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
7 pm
Pastoral Teaching:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelistic Worship:
8 pm Th
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 887-2526 Church
(909) 887-5406 Fax
Sunday Services
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am & 11:15 am
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am
N.B.C.
5:00 pm
Evening Service
6:00 pm
Wed. Prayer Servicel2 noon & 6:30 pm
New Ufe Christian Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Church School Hour
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship Hourll:00 a.m.
. Tuesday
Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m.
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''99 Mercury Tracer

MSRP .. ,.............. 14,055.
Freeway Discount. .... 500
Factory Rebate ....... 2000

... ''99 Mercury Mysti ue GS"

.

MSRP ................. 16,925
Freeway Discount ..... 600
Factory Rebate ....... 1500

Cu.tamer Price

Cu.tOffHH' ~

$1 1,555

1 at this price
Vin #XW616634

oR AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo.

''99 Mercury Sable GS"

MSRP ................. 18,995

$16,695

$14,825

Qpp

1 at this price
Vin #XK603347

OR AS LOW AS 0. 9% For 36 mo.

99 Mercurv Villager GS

.

,,.-

1 a this price
Vin #XG613196

AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo.

·••Aloe

..

-

$19,620

Vin. #XX5680413

oR AS LO AS 0.9%For 36 mo.

99 Mercury Grand Man uis GS
MSRP ... .............. 23,510
Freeway Discount... 1200
Factory Rebate ....... 1000

MMSRP .............. $23,990
FREEWAY DISCOUNT .... . 1,900,

Cu.tome, Mee

RND

ALL NEW 99 Mercury Cougar
_MSRP . . .. .. ........ . .. 21,120
'Freeway Discount ........ 1,50

Cu.tonHlr Price

$19,590

DJ46172

oR AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo.

99 Mercurv Mountaineer

$21,310

,

XX682996
1 at this price

OIi AS LOW AS 0.9%For 36 mo.

J\ll

2000 .,
NeU' Lincoln JS

MSRP ................ . : 30,040
Freeway Discount ... 2800
Factory Rebate.. .... 500

.

·,...... ...

,.
I

Cu.tomw

..

$26,740

1 at this price
: XUJ26336

AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo.
98's
97's
96's
95's

SPOR7
UT'II..I

And
More
97 FORD
ESCORT

i~~~~~
Vin. # VW415530

ALL LIKE NEW & ALL GR
96 FORD
CONTOUR

i~

~

~~~
.

V IN. #TK238801

96 TOYOTA
CAMRY.

98 FORD
CONTOUR

98MERCURY
MYSTIQUE

96VWJETTA

i~~ ~- ~~~
.

i~~ ~~~~

i~ ~ ~~~~

- i~~~~~~

VIN.#TU695696

VIN. #WK158857

97FORD RANGER

98 MERCURY

SUPERCAB XLT

SABLE

i~~~~~~
VIN #VPA78846

i~~~~~~
VIN. VH129581

1' PRICESI

i~~~~~~

$~~~~~~

Vin. #WK620444

VIN #XM092228

98 MERCURY
VILLAGE GS

· 97 FORD
EXPLORER SPORT

~~(6 ~~~~

$~1~~~~

VIN. #WDJ14043

VIN. #OW56!W352

Vin.# VUB48019

•

...
.
...
◄

I

·•

n r-

98 LINCOLN
TOWNCAR

98 LINCOLN
NAVIGATOR 4X4

~~~~~~~

$~(6~~~~

i~(6~~~~

~~5 · ~~~

3rd seat. Vin #VLB00131

LOADED. Previous Rental.
VIN. #WY667738

VIN# XWlJ48544

r©)rtd
Cr~@fi1t

____.........

.. ..

a.1 ' T

MARKVIII

VIN #WY607150
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r,,"

97FORD
EXPEDmON XLT

~
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PORTS

Contact Sporls Edilor: Leland Stein III at (909) 682-6070 or black voice@eee.org
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Raiders Overcome Fumbles and Tough Bears
Defense Gannon and
'
Wheatley led Raiders
to win over the Bears.

'<3
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By LELAND STEIN III
Black Voice News Sports Editor

OAKLAND - Surprise, surprise!
Here we are in Oaktown, and hope runs
eternal for the always looking to reach
the Super Bowl Raiders.
At the Network Associates Coliseum in
Oakland, the Raiders locked horns with
the very improved Chicago Bears before
over 50,458. .
There seems to be an infusion of energy in Raiderland these days. It's a number of things that is jazzing up the Silver
& Black nowadays.
First the Raiders beat the Bears 24-17
and that was a legitimate cause for celebration. Next, the Stadium was almost
full and the excitement around
Raiderland has really intensified.
One of the main reasons the Raiders'
cup of hope runneth over is the their new
quarterback, Rich Gannon.
"Our energy starts with our quarterback," said Raiders' comerback Charles
Woodson. "When something is not there
he can still make things happen with his
legs and passes while scrambling. I think
the team feels that we are never out of
any contest."
•
Tyrone Wheatley started for the first
time as a Raider; however, it was the way
he played in the end that enabled-Oakland
to beat the Bears. Wheatley scored on an
8-~ard run with 6:45 remaining as the
Raiders eked out a hard fought victory.
Wheatley, who finished with 8 carries
for 41 yards, set up his game winning
touchdown blast with a 14-yard run on
the previous play.
.
.
Wh~atley, who had been discarded by
the Giants and the Dolphins, seems to
have found a home in Oakland. "I'm
haPJ!Y that Coach (Jon) Gruden and (Al)
Davis took a chance with me and has
given me an equal opportunity to compete," he said.
About sharing time with Napoleon
Kaufman, Wheatley noted: "I think it's a ·
positive that we share time in the backfield. With Nap's quickness and speed,
then I come in with a little more power .
.. it's a good contrast for us and keep the
defense off balance."
In spite of all the good that the Raiders
have shown in their first three games, the
old turnover/penalty bug-a-boo resurfaced.
Turnovers nearly slowed the turnaroun~ of the Oakland Raiders, until they ·
forced a key turnover of their own.
Darrell Russell recovered a fumble
forced by fellow defensive lineman Tony
Bry~nt with less than two minutes to go,
sealmg the Raiders' win over da Bears.
In their home opener and third straight
game against an NFC Central squad the
Raiders (2-1) overcame 5 fumbles a~d a
slew of penalties with Rich Gannon's
elute!! passing and Tyrone Wheatley's
strong running on the go-ahead drive.
"We found a way .to win in the fourth
quarter," Raiders coach Jon Gruden said
said. "We overcame a lot of adversity five turnov~rs and a lot of penalties. It
wasn't easy. We were very fortunate to
win this game."
·

.

,

.

Photo by Gary Montgom~ry - BVN

HEADE~ _F OR~ARD: ~aiders running back Tyrone Wheatley has turned his back on lack of
opportunities with the Giants and Dolphins, instead he's focused on helping the Silver & Black
reach the NFL playoffs.
.

~dded Tim Brow~, who_caught 9 passes for 121 yards . mcludmg a 21 -yard
tou_chdown, becommg the 11th player to
echpse 700 career receptions: "It shows
how much this team has matured in one
year. In the past we may have ~ung _our
heads after all the fumbles, but with Rich,
we are never out of a game."
Gannon completed 26 of 35 passes for
295 yards and~ pair ?f touchdowns. He
completed a pair of thtrd-down passes on
the winning drive.
The Raiders came in at plus-5 in
turnover ratio but had their own problems
holding onto the ball. When they did hold
onto it, they often moved backwards as a
result of 9 penalties for 85 yards .
·
"The disappointing thing for me were
too many penalties and the turnovers,"
Gannon said. "We were very, very, very
lucky to win this football game. We could
have easily lost it. We had been doing a
pretty good job of taking care of the football but today was just a mistake. We
need to learn from this game and build on
it."
Matthews was 20-of-30 for 178 yards,'
2 touchdowns and 1 interception for the
Bears (1 -2), who had 17 penalties for 121
yards. It was their highest total since
committing an NFL-record 22 penalties
against Philadelphia in 1944. .
"Penalties killed us today," Bears
coach Dick Jauron said. "There were just
too many and that is unacceptable. It
seemed to me that every drive we were
on, we had a penalty."
A lot of the problems the Bears experienced was a direct result of the Raiders
excellent defense, which allowed just 34
rushing yards and did not surrender a
rushing TD for the third straight game,

On offense Gannon ran for 47 yards,
while Jon Ritchie caught 4 passes for 41
yards and Rickey Dudley added three for
35 for the Raiders.
Bears rookie quarterback Cade
McNown looked good, the former UCLA
star played well in his limited action
going 3-of-5 fo r 38 yards.
'
"A loss just sours any accomplishments
we may have made today," McNown
said.

Photo by Gary Montgomery • BVN

NEW NO. 8: Former UCLA star, Cade
McNown , is looking to match the success of
fellow No. B's and lefties, Steve Young and
Mark Brunell.
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MAKING THE CATCH: Raiders' James Jett (#82) catches a pass in
Photo by Gary Montgomery - BVN
front of Bears' cornerback Tom Carter..
HEAD ON: Jon Ritchie (#40/ clears a. small hold for Tyrone Wheatley
(1147) as the Bears Sam Harns (1155) tries to plug the Raiders' advance.

BIG UPSE!: Canyon Springs led by (bottom 1-r) Damien Garcia;
Stacy Harns, Nate Carrion, David Daniels and Joey Fontana, (tok
1-r) Marcus Carver, Robert McGee, Chad Rosson, Jared Lovink,
and Carlos Guzman, beat the No. 4 ranked team in CIF-Souther
Section , Rialto Eisenhower.
•
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By Isa Abdur-Rahman

As coordiqator of the NBCC
Collegiate Chapter Program, my
duty has frequently been to
provide the perspective of
young,
emerging
Black
entrepreneurs. In my brief
analysis of the entrepreneurial
opportunities in Brazil, I will
again attempt to provide that
perspective.
Television and Film

After I checked into the hotel
and got myself settled, I decided
to take a walk into downtown
Rio. I passed by a couple of
movie theaters, each of which
was showing American movies.
I wasn't too surprised by that, but
I was surprised that there weren't
any Brazilian movies showing.
Channel surfing in the hotel
room uncovered two HBO
channels, each showing movies
in English with Portuguese
subtitles. Again, I wasn't
surprised to find these channels,
but I was surprised that there
didn't seem to be a comparable
Brazilian movie channel.
So I decided to ask Eloah Dias_
- the press secretary from the
Vice-Governor of Brazil's office
who had been accompanying us
during the week - if there were
many Brazilian made movies.
She informed me that there were
not, and that they (Brazilians)
were very familiar with actors
like Bruce Willis and Wesley
Snipes. I asked her what was
Brazil's
equivalent
of
Hollywood," and she said that
there really was no equivalent.
She said that there were
regulations that stipulated that a
minimum percentage of the films
shown be Brazilian made, but
that percentage was small and
there was no incentive for
anyone to produce beydnd the
minimum. Our conversation was
held right before going into'
another meeting, so I wasn't able
to ask her to refer me to the
specific regulatio~ or regulatory
agency.
Nevertheless, I saw an obvious
opportunity and a potential loss.
The opportunity is for AgoBrazilians to take ownership in
the TV and film industries at
every level possible ·- from talent
and talent agencies to production
~. to publi°shing to distribution and
so on. The potential loss, of
•;: course, would be to get beat to
the punch . .
Music

The music industry in Brazil
presents a similar scenario. As I
scrolled through the radio
stations on the clock radio trying
to find one that would serve as a
good alarm in the morning, I
found that most of the radio
stations played Brazilian music,
but there were several that
played American music. By
itself, this didn't strike me as
significant. But then we had the
opportunity to go to a local mall
and peruse a couple of music
stores.
Plastered on the walls of the
stores were posters of Ric~y
, Martin, Britney Spears, and the
Backstreet Boys. I wasn't
• surprised, because I guess they're
, , •internationally recognized stars
' '. at this point. But I was surprised
' at the fact that there weren't any
artists on the walls that I did not
·recognize. I was even more
'surprised that not one of them
· was Black.
I saw an opportunity and a

Photos by Coffey Travel - (909) 949-8700

potential loss here as well. This
opportunity has many facades.
First, Afro-Brazilians can take
the lead in producing original,
Brazilian stars in the music
industry. They can set
themselves up as owners of
recording labels, distributors,
MP3 site operators , concert
promoters, and so on. But what
struck me . as the biggest
opportunity was for AfroBrazilians to bring Brazilian hiphop into the .mainstream in such
forms that c·an raise the
consciousness and pride of AfroBrazilian people.
I see this as a huge opportunity,
and I'm not sure if I've
communicated its hugeness
effectively. Being somewhat
familiar with the operations of
the American hip-hop industry, I
can say that hip-hop from the
U.S. "goes internation_a l" by
hitting Europe and Japan first.
That's fine in terms of generating
sales, but it's by the design of the
people (white Americans) who
run the record companies. In
other words, they're more
comfortable doing business in
Europe and Japan than in South
America or Africa. (I'll talk to
this point more in the section on
the Globalization Pecking
Order.)
It follows that the loss would
be for Afro-Brazilians to end up
having their artist abilities
'pimped" similarly to how
African-American recording
artists have been.

making some white folks rich,
similar to African-,American
athletes. ·
Education

All of these opportunities TV/film, music, and sports - are
based
on
assets
that
AfroBrazilians already have
available
their talents.
However, it takes some knowhow to utilize those assets in the
successful generation of revenue.
And that requires some
education. Note : I didn't say
"school." I said "education."
The focus of my brief analysis
has been on entrepreneurial
opportunities for emerging AfroBrazilian entrepreneurs. Now, we
all know that one does not need a
traditional school education in
order to become a successful
entrepreneur, However, one does
need some kind of enterprise
smarts. Typically, · individuals
who go on to become
entrepreneurs grew up in an
entrepreneurial environment.
Either their family had a
business, a close friend owned a
business, or they worked closely
with someone who owned a
business. But if you never had
that type of exposure, the
likelihood that you'll aspire to,
much less go on to, become an
entrepreneur will be minimal.
This is largely the scenario for
African-Americans and it is
certainly the case for AfroBrazilians : We don't produce
many entrepreneurs, because we
Sports
don't have many entrepreneurs.
That's the cycle that must be
You can probably already see a broken, and education hiis to
pattern developing here, $0 I'll break it.
cut right to the chase. Sports in
Exactly what type of education
Brazil are just now beginning to can break this cycle h·as yet to be
be looked at as a business. (In discovered, obviously. But, as
the past sports were just sports.) always, I have to sound the alarm
· The main sport is soccer, but when "miseducation" has broken
basketball is fairly popular as into another room in the house
well. The professional athletes called Black Diaspora. Afroare not well represented by Brazilians
exhibit
some
agents and, therefore, do not · symptoms of the same mental
typically have strong contracts.
illness that African-Americans
The opportunity is for Afro- have experienced for so long - a
Brazilians to organize effective bad case of walking around
sports marketing agencies and trying to be something you're
ultimately take ownership of not, and in the process allowing
some of the professional teams. your true potential to deteriorate.
The potential loss would for
I was informed by one of the
Afro-Brazilian athletes to end up Afro-Brazilian business persons

with whom we had dinner one the Internet revolution right now,
American
Internet
evening that only recently did and
"Afro-Brazilian history', become companies such as AOL, Yahoo,
a part of the public school Excite, and MSN are making
curriculum. Sound familiar?
their way overseas. There is an
Believe it or not, there is an opportunity for Africanopportunity here as well. We're American tech companies to
like twins separated at birth - partner with Afro-Brazilian
African-Americans and Afro- companies to develop BrazilianBrazilians. I'm sure you've seen based Internet Service Providers,
at least one of those 1:V" specials web portals, e-tailers, and so on.
(Dateline or something) when
Naturally, the potential loss is
they reunite twins that have been allowing the virtually (no pun
separated at birth. When intended) untapped Brazilian
reconnected, their personal drive Internet market to be tapped by
and sense of identity increases firms who already have their
exponentially. I could sure go for "fair share" of the market. Even
a tall glass of that right now. So further, the potential loss is for
we have an opportunity to the "digital divide" to extend to
reconnect ourselves with our Brazil - both separating AfroAfro-Brazilian twins for the Brazilians from the rest of the
purpose of educating ourselves Brazilians, and widening the
and strengthening our sense of communication gap in the Black
identity.
Diaspora.
The potential loss is losing
more and more AfricanGlobalization Pecking Order
Americans and Afro-Brazilians
to an illness called "mistaken
These opportumt1es and
identity." They stole it, but we potential losses that I have laid
must return it.
ciut are closely linked to
· Internet Economy

Perhaps my observations of the
entrepreneurial opportunities in
Brazil were somewhat skewed.
In other words, maybe I saw
what I wanted to see.
Nevertheless, the writing on the
wall said that there was a
tremendous opportunity in the
realm of "me-dia," including
television, film, music, sports,.
and even education. All of these
things pointed to the Internet (as
does everything these days).
I inquired among our Brazilian
contacts as to the popularity and
pervasiveness of the Internet in
Brazil. I was told that Internet
usage had not reached the levels
it has in the United States
primarily because dial-up
Internet access still requires a
long distance call. When I heard
that, I realized how much we
take for granted here in the
states. (I recently read an article
in FORTUNE magazine about
European companies offering
free Internet access to their
subscribers. The way in which
they arranged it could be a
strategy for Brazilian ISPs.)
The U.S. is by far the leader in

something that I call the
"globalization pecking order."
Basically, this concept says that
companies from any nation -wil1
go international, or "globalize,"
according to a certain
prioritization of nations, or
according to their unstated list of
"most favored nations," so to
speak. By my observation, it
seems like American companies
go to Europe, Asia, South
America, and then Africa. I'm
not sure where Russia fits -in at
this point, but I think they're
climbing the ranks.
This unstated p~cking order
carries significance especially
during this information age .
Economies are beginning to
move much more rapidly due to
information technology. While
the Internet boasts of'connecting
people" and "shrinking the
globe,", really all it's doing right
now is accelerating the natural
progression and amplifying
people's natural tendencies. So if
you were evil before, now you
can be Evil.com. Same stuff,
different connection speed.
My point is that we, AfricanAmericans, have to have and
follow our own globalization
pecking order. South America
and Africa represent huge
opportunities to develop an
economy within the Diaspora.
But if we concern ourselves with
Europe and Asia right now, we'll
just be walking around trying to
be something we're not, and in
the process allowing Our true
economic
potential · to
deteriorate.

. 1
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Summary

In summary, I want to reiterate
that
there
are
many
entrepreneurial opportunities in
the Brazilian media realm.
Emerging
Afro-Brazilian '
entrepreneurs can develop strong
businesses in television and, film,
music, sports, education, and the
Internet. These are clear and
present opportunities, which can
easily be lost if Afro-Brazilians
and their long lost African American twins do not energize
themselves with knowledge of '
their own identity and
confidence in their true potential.

Free Seminar!
"Retirement -Planning
Strategies You
Should Know Now"
Join us for an So retirement isn ' t for another ten or
twenty years. That means you've got time
informative
to make sure it ' s as good as it can be
seminar!
Prudential's free se!11inar can help .
Retirement Planning Strategies You
Should Know Now

One of our professionals will help you:
• estimate how much you ' ll need to retire•
comfortably
• determine how close you are to your
savings goals
• find ways to save on taxes now w,hile
saving for tomorrow
• figures out your comfort level with
investment risk
To reserve a space, call us today!
AbidaKhan
Agent
CA/MN State Insurance Agent License #0B32646
and Pruco Securities
Registered Representative
(909) 694-5406 ext. 6214

~

'41a'

Prudential

C 1999 The Prudential Insurance Company of America, 751 Broad Street, Newark. NJ 07102·
3777. Neither Prudential nor its agents render tax or legal advice. Please consult wilt. your
accountant, tax advisor or lawyer concerning your particular circumstances. Like most
insurance policies, Prudential policies contain exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefits
and tenns for keeping them In force. I"ll be glad to provide you with costs and complete
details. FS·19990112-AO36351
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IT's NoT Just ·NEW

SERVICE

To

THE BAY AREA, NEVADA, SEATTLE/TACOMA
,.

AND ' COLORADO SPRINGS,
IT'S

A NEW CHOICE IN TH E WEST.
I

I NTRODUCING AMERICAN'S EXPANDED SERVICE,
I NCLUD ING
NonStops Every Business Day:
LAX to Colorado Springs - 2
LAX to Las Vegas - 9
LAX to Reno - 5
LAX to San Francisco - 9
LAX to San Jose - 9
Orange County to Las Vegas - 3
Orange County to Reno - 3
Orange County to San Francisco - 5
Orange County to San Jose - 8
Orange County- to Seattle/Tacoma- 2
T
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NONSTOPS FROM THE

L.A.

AREA.

New Expanded Servi~e In The West.

The Choice Is Easier Than Ever. New

What makes American Airlines the

flights to exciting destinations and improved

busines.5 traveler's new choice

convenience. It's all a part of American's

in the L.A. area? It starts

commitment in the West to earn your busines.5.

with the increased convenience ·of more

For more information or reservations, call

nonstop service to more choice destinatio_ns.

your Travel Agent or American-Airlines at

Included in our new expanded service: 14

1-800-433-7300 or book online atAA.com.n1

new nonstops to San Francisco an~ 17 new

AmericanAi_rliJ)es·

,,

AmericantaF

nonstops to Sari Jose every business day.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNmES FOR YOUTH• The Pal Center of San Bndo is offering employment for low-income youth, ages 18 to 2 1 year
olds, who reside in San Bndo Cnty. Toe youth will be paid $5.75 per hour. For further information call Jacqueline White at (909) 887-7002, ext. 126.

LEGALS/CLASSIFIEDS
75~2 Homestead Lane
Highland, CA 92346

CLASSI Fl EDS
Great Business
Turn Key
Opportunity
FOR SALE
Black Owned

"THE
BOUTIQUE»
Good Location in
Moreno Valley
(909) 485-9259
Only serious
. inquiries!
pr 9123, 9130

$2,040-$2,478
1 yr. full-time exp . in
auto servicing work
including
heavy
equipment & cornpl. of
tenth school grade.
Must be willing to work
swing shift and possess
a complete set of
mechanics hand tools
to include metric and
standard .
CITY
APPLICATION REQUIRED.
Apply by 10/08/99

CITY OF
RIVERSIDE
3780 Market Street
Riverside, CA 92501
EOE/M-F-D
p9/30

PRINCIPAL
ACCOUNTANT
$4,539-$5,518
4yrs. full-time exp. in
prof. acctng. incl. at
least 1 yr. of supv. exp.
Equiv. to a Bach. Deg.
from
an
accred.
coll./univ. in acctng. or
bus. admin.
C I T Y
APLICATION
REQUIRED.
Apply by 10/22/99

3780 Market Street
Riverside, CA 92501
PH: (909) 782-5808;
TDD: (909) 782-2515
EOE/M-F-ADA
p9/30

LE GALS
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BODYCARE
39840 Los Alamos Rd. Suite 9
Murrieta, CA 92562
. Health Franchise Concepts, LLC
434 N. Lakeview Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92807
This business is cxmducted by
Limited Liability Company/Part•
nership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the flcti•
tious business name(s) listed
above.
st Joel Doti
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with Ille O:lunty of
Rilerside on 9/01/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk
FILE NO. 996094
p. 9/16,9/23,9/30, 10/7
The tonowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ATOMIC TRACTOR
531 Magnolia Avenue
Corona, CA 92879-3114
Randy Matthews (Dean)
531 Magnolia Avenue
Corona, CA 91719
Sinda Matthews (Marie)
531 Magnolia Avenue
Corona, CA 91719
This business is conducted by ,
Individuals-Hus band and Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
st Slnda Matthews
st.Randy Matthews
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictlticvs business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, o r
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&pcode)
·s tatement filed with 1he, O:lunty of
Riverside on 9/3/99.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,Counfy Clerk
FILE NO. 996200
p.9/16,9123,9/30, 10/7

.
,

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PICKS AND LOCKS
4454 Merrimac C1.
P.O. Box327
Highland, CA 92346
Shelli Bernadine Goodloe

This business is conducted by an
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/ Shelli Goodloe
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p i;ode)
Statement filed with the O:lunty of
. Riverside on 9/20/99
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk
FILE NO. 996344
p.9116,9/23/9/30, 10/7
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CLIFF AND SONS TRUCKING
12596 Broadleaf Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

EQUIPMENT
SERVICE
WORKER

CITY OF
RIVERSIDE

Thursday, September 30 , 1999 ·
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Clifton Ray WIiiiams
12596 Broadleaf Ln
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact b uslness under ttie fictl·
tious business name(s) listed
above
st...Clifton Ray Williams
The filing r' 'his statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the COunty of
Riverside on 9/14/99
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on Ille in my office.

This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti·
tious business name(s) listed
above st Carol L. Gibbs
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the O:lunty of
Rilerside on 8/26/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk
FILE NO. 995944
·p.9/9,9/16,9/23,9/30
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
DOTCOM VENTURES, LLC
2531 San Jacinto Avenue
San Jacinto, CA 92583
DotCom Ventures, LLC
2531 San Jacinto Avenue
Sari Jacinlo, CA 92592
Cslifomia
This business Is conducted by
Limited Liability Cqmpany/Partnershlp
·
Registrant commenced to trans•
act b uslness under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on
8/l/99
s/ Steven R. Peacock, Managing
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the O:lunty of
Rt.,erslde on 9/2/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk
FILE NO. 996161
p.919.9116,9/23,9/30

GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk
The following person(s) is (are)
FILE NO. 996417
doing business as:
10_l._1_0l_t4.;..'t_Ol2_
1_ VIR-TEK COMPANY
____
p._9r.30_,_
1
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ANDREW'S HAIR DESIGNS .
7101 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504

2531 San Jacinto Ave
San Jacinto, CA 92583
Virga! Andrew Wpollolk
1419 Genoa Lane
San Jacinto, CA 92583

Andrew N. Wingard (Nelson)
14156 Laurel Drive
Riverside, CA 92503

Peacock Financial Corp.
2531 San Jacinto Ave.
San Jacinto, CA 92583

This business is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact b uslness under
the fictitious business name(s)
listed above
st..Andrew N. Wingard
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the O:lunty of
Riverside on 9/27/99
•
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy ol the original staternent on file in my office.
GARY L ORSO.County Clerll
FILE NO. 996747
p.9/30, ton, 10/14, 10/21
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FIRST FFIMYS
2181 Prince Albert Dr.
Riverside, CA 9i501
mailing address:: P.O.Box 5540
Riverside, CA 92517

Mary Davis Lowe
2181 Prince Albert Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitlous business name(s) listed
above st Mary Davis Lowe
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the 0:lunty of
Riverside on 8125199
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L . ORSO,County Clerk
FILE NO. 995925
p.9/9,9116,9/23,9/30

Colorado
This business is conducted by
a General Partnership
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above st Virgal A. Woolfolk
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the O:lunty of
Rwerside on 9/2/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Cieri(
FILE NO. 996158
p.9/9,9/16,9/23,9/30
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
IMPERIAL DENTAL LABORA•
TORY
1541 w. Sh<lh St.
Corona, CA 91760
malling address: P.0 .Box 634
Norco, CA

Arthur Joseph King
411 Hamlin Circle
Corona, CA 91719
This business is conducted by
Individual
Reg istrant commenced to trans•
act b uslness under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on
5/15/85
s/ Arthur J. King
The filing of lhls statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state. or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the COunty of
Rwerside on 912/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy oi the original statement on file in my office.
- - - - - -- -- - -1GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk
The following person(s) is (are) FILE NO. 996148
doing business as:·
p.919,9/16,9/23,9/30
IMANI INVESTMENT CLUB
2181 Prince Albert Or.
The following person(s) is (are)
Rwerslde, CA 92507
doing business as:
maillng address:: P.0 .Box 5540
TWISTERS 3 CINEMA. & FUN
Riverside. CA 92517
CENTER
45-175 Fargo St.
Deborah Lucille Franklin
Indio, CA 92201
1077 E. Hoffer Streei
FiestaPlex, LLC
Banning, CA 92220
45-175 Fargo St.
Delores-Armour
Indio, CA 92201
4449 Ottowa Ave.
This business is conducted by
Riverside, CA 92507
Limited Liability Company/Partnership
Amette Dennard Henry
Registrant commenced to trans13687 Rena Ct.
act business under the fictitious
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
business neme(s) listed above on
Sandra Marie Jackson
1/1/99
1621 Highridge Street
st John A. Rupe, V.P. Managing
Riverside, CA 92506
Member
Mary Davis Lowe
The filing of this statement does
2181 Prince Albert Dr.
not of itself authorize the use in
Riverside, CA 92507
this state of a fictitious business
This business is conducted by
name In violation of the rights of
Voluntary Cooperative Associa- another under federal , state, or
tion
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Registrant commenced to trans- &p code)
act b uslness under the fictitious Statement filed with Ille Cnmty of
business name(s) listed above Rwerside on 8/19/99
on 5/99
I hereby certify that lhls copy is a
st Mary Davis Lowe
correct copy of the orf glnal stateThe filing of this statement does ment on file in my office.
not of Itself authorize the use In GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk
this state of a fictitious business FILE NO. 1-991702
name in violation of the rights of
p.9/9,9/ 16,9/23,9/30
another under federal, state, or
The
following
person(s) is (are)
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
doing business as:
&p code)
Statement filed with the 0:lunty of JALAPENOS SOUTHWESTERN
GRILL& BAR
Rwerslde on 8/25199
I hereby certify that this copy is a 45-165 Fargo St.
correct copy of the original state- Indio, CA 92201

Member
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
lhis state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with Iha 0:lunty of
Rilerside on 8/19/99
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,CountyClerk
FILE NO. 1-991701
p.919,9116,9/23,9/30
------'------'---•
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
COLT BUSINESS PARK
BN,25 Indio Blvd.
Indio, CA 92201
•
malllng address: 45-175 Fargo St.
Indio, CA 92201
Colt Business & Storage Park I,
LLC
45-175 Fargo St.
Indio, CA 92201
This business is conducted by
Limited Liability Company/Partnership
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on
1/31/99
s/ John A. Rupe, V.P. Managing
Member
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal-, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with 1he O:lunty of
R we rsIde on 8123/99
I hereby certify thal th is copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-991716
p.919,9/16, 9/23, 9/30

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
EL CHAPALA RESTAURANT
8201 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Jesse Jose Martinez

common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the O:iunty of
Rwerslde on 9/07/99.
1 hereby certify that th is copy is a
correct copy of the original slatement on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk
FILE NO. 996243
p.919,9/16,9/23,9/30

George F. Dickerman
Riverside, CA 92501

LET MAE HANSEN

OF

RIVERSIDE CENTRAL DISTRICT

HANSEN,

Plaintiff, vs ARDITH MATILD~ JAMES; EARL ALLEN
JAMES; and DOES 1 to 5,

Inclusive, Defendants
Case No. 328695
Reservation of Right to

seek pun itive damages on
default judgment (CCP Section

425·1151

NOTICE

TO :

ARD I TH

MATILDA JAMES;

EARL

ALLEN JAMES

You have 30 CALENDAR

P laintiff ,

VIOLET

MAE

HANSEN, reserves the right
to seek Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) in
puniti ve damages against
ARDI TH MATIL DA JAMES
and Three Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($300,000.00) in punitive damages against EARL
ALLEN JAMES, when Violet
Mae H ~nsen seeks a judgment in this suit filed again st
you.

DATED:

September 17,

1999 - LAW OFFICE OF
GEORGE F. DICKERMAN,
Attorney for Violet Mae
Hansen, Plaintiff.

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT:

served on you to file a typewritten response at this court.

A letter or phone call w ill not
protect you ; your typewritten
response must be in proper
legal form if you want the
court to hear your case.

If you

do

not file

your

response on t ime , you may
lose t he case, and your
wages, money and property
may be taken w ithoot further
warning from the court.

E ARL ALL E N JAMES ; and

Anthony Raheen Randolph
31-120 Date Palm Drive
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Lakesha Mackabee Randolph
31-120 Date Palm Drive
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business Is conducted by
Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above s/ Anthony Raheen Randolph.st.Lakesha Mackabee Randolph
The filing of l hls statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the O:lunty of
Riverside on 8/27/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO.C ounty Clerk
FILE NO. 991763
p.9123,9130, 10/7, 10/ 14

There are other legal requirements. You may want to _call
an attorney right away. If you
do not know an attorney, you
may call an attorney referral
service or a legal aid office
(listed in the phone book.)

Desputes ' de que le
entreguen esta citacion judicial usted tiene un p/azo de
30 DIAS CALENDAR/OS
para presentar una respuesta
escrita a maquina en esia
corte.
Una carts o una llamada telefonica no le ofrecera proteccion; su respuesta escrita a
maquina tiene que cumplir

Si usted no presents su
perder el caso, y le pueden
quitar su salario, su dinero y
otras cosas de SU prdpiedad
sin aviso adicional por parte
de la corte.
Existen

otros requisitos

legales. Puede que usted
quiera llama, a un abogado
inmediatamente. Si no concoce a un abogado, puede
/Jamar a un serviclo de refer'?ncia de abogados o a una
oficlna de ayuda legal (vea el
directorio telefonico).
The name and address of the

{El nombre y direccion de la carte es)

court is:

COURT

OF

RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALJ·
FORNIA

4050 Main. Street
Riverside, CA 92501
CASE #328695
The n ame, address, and telephone number o f plaint iff' s
attorney, o r plaintiff w ithout an
attorney is: El nombre, la

direccion y el numero de telefono de/ abogado de/ demandante, o de/ demandante que
no tiene abogado, es)
GEORGE F. DICKERMAN,
Esq.

3879 Brockton Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 788-2156
Dated: June 8, 1999
Clerk: K. Nee, Deputy
p9/23,9/30, 10/7, 10/14

(Aviso a Acusado)
ARDITH MAT ILDA JAM ES;

HAIRWORLD
31 -1 20 Date Palm Drive
Cathedral City, CA 92234

DAYS after this summons is

SUPERIOR

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

OF

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
VALLEY CONSTRUCTION
30720 Avenida Del Yermo
Cathedral City, CA 92234
DET, Inc.
30720 Avenlda Del Verma
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by a
Corporation. Reg istrant has not
yet begun to transact b uslness
under the ficti tious bus iness
name(s) listed above
st...David a. Taylor, President
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state oi a i'ictitious ·business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&pcode)
Statement filed with the O:lunty of
Rwerside on 9/23/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerll
FILE NO. 991960
p.9/30, 10/7, 10/14, 10/21
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing bu.siness as:
LPR PAINTING
6280 Hillside Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
Leland Cepeda Rabon
6280 Hillside Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact b uslness under
t he fictitious business name(s)
listed above
s/... Leland Cepeda Rabon
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b

8728 California Avenue ,
Riverside, CA 92503-3325
Nasser Khosmbin
3505 Woodland Place
Santa Ana, CA 92707

FILE NO. 996096
p.9130. 10/7,10/14, 10/2f

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AD-WY FUNDING
6652 Avenida Mariposa
Riverside, CA 92509
Adrianne Michael
6652 Avenid~ Mariposa
Riverside, CA 92509
This business Is conducted by an .
Individual. Registrant has not yet _
begun to transact business under
the fictitious business name(s.) •
l isted above
st.. Adrianne Michael
.
The filing of th is statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, qr
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
•
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 9/27/99
·
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County C lerk
FILE NO. 996728
•p.9/30, 10/7, 10/14, 1~1

PUBLIC NOTICE
San Bernardin o County,
Human Services System
announces a Public Hearing
in accordance with Health and
Safety Code Section 13150.
For presentation of Local ChUd ren and Families Commission (Proposition 1 O); Repoh
and Audit for the period from
January 1, 1999 through June
30, 1999. This Public Hearing
w ill be held on Thursday,
October 7 , 1999 at 1 :30 p.m .
at the San Bernardino County
Government Center, 385 N .
Arrowhead Avenue, 5th Floor,
Citrus Room, San Bernardino,

CA.
p9/30,

_T he following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MEL L. MEL & CO.
23752 Heliotrope Way
MorenoValley, CA 92557
Melvin Lucious Allen, Jr.
23752 Heliotrope Way
M oreno Valley. CA 92557
This business is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact b uslness under
the fictitious business name(s)
listed above
s/... Melvin L. Allen, Jr.
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with 1he O:lunty of
Riverside on 9/17/99
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk
FILE NO, 996527
p.9/30, 10l7, 10/14, 10/2 1
T he following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
RIVERSIDE ORGANIC VEG ETABLE & PRODUCE FARM

RIVERSIDE

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EM PLOYER • WOMEN & MINORIT IES ENCOURAGED TO APPL y

Apply: City of Riversid e

Human Resou rces Dep a rtment

3780 M arket Street, Rive rside, C A 92501
(909) 782-5808

...,.

~!~~-1~~~~c~~;:·c,~rk·•:.

&p code)

$3,213 - $3,374 - $3,542 - $3,719 - $3,904 - $4,101 - $4,305

•

This business is conducted by a
General Partnership. Registrant
has not yet begun to transact
business under the fictitious busi~ ,
ness name(s) listed above
.: • ,
st..Nasser Khosmbin
._ •
The f iling of th is statement' do'es
not of itself authorize the use ln
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, o
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq..b , j
&p code)
:-•• • 1·
Statement filed with the County ot
Rwerside on 9/1/99
• .:
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original state•

Statement filed with lhe 0:lunty of
Riverside on 9/24/99
I hereby certify that th Is copy is a
correct copy o f the original statement on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County C lerk
FILE NO. 996698
p.9/30, ton, 10/14, 10/21

POLICE OFFICER RECRUITMENT

•

Mohsen Mohebi Khodabandeloi, •
8728 California Avenue
: :•
Riverside, CA 92503-3325 ,~ ~• •

..

ment on lite in my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County C lerk
FILE NO. 995924
p.9/9,9/16,9/23,9/30

JALAPENOS SOUJ=HWESTERN
BAR & GRILL OF INDIO, LLC
45·165 Fargo St.
Indio, CA 92201
- - -- - - -- - -- - 1 California
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
This business is conducted by
WAG·N-WASH PET PARLOR
Limited Liability Company/Pa rt41920 6th St.
nership
Temecula, CA 9 2590
Registrant commenced to transact b usloess under the fictitious
Carol Lynette Gibbs
business name(s) listed above on
14846Mellssa Cir.
1/ 1/99
Temecul11, CA 92592
st John A. Rupe, V.P. Managing

COUNTY

MAE

,

respuesta a tiempo, puede

SUPERIOR COURT OF CAL·

VIOLET

demandando)

VIOLET MAE H ANSEN

que la carte escuche su caso.

Attorney for Plaintiff, VIO-

IFORNIA,

PLAINTIFF: (A Ud. le esta'

con las formalidades legales
apropiadas si usted quiere

(909) 788-2156
Bar Number: 119694

Rwerslde on 8/24199
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-991716
p.919.9116.9/23,9130
_ _ _ _...;___:_.:..:.__..:.:.::..:.:..:.:.:...:..:._1

another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with Ille COunty of
Riverside on 9/7/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
corred copy of the original state·
ment on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk
FILE NO. 996216
6•_
912
3•_9l.30
_ _ _ _..;.P_·919
....:·_91_1..;.
....:
__ 1

Lauro Contreras
7104 Valley Way
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on
4/30/99.
s/Jesse J. Martinez
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or

3879 Brockton Avenue

Ron R. Schrecengost Jr.
5094 Vall Way
Mira Loma. CA 91752
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious business name(s) listed
above s/ Sandi Rodriguez·Schrecengost
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violatlon of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&pcode)
Statement filed with lhe O:lunty of

Shirley Mae Blake
2595 Atlanta Ave, Space-3
Riverside, CA 9251 7
This business is conducted by
Individuals-Husband afl!l Wife
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact b uslness under the ficti·
tious business name(s) I isled
above st Harry Melvin Blake Sr/
Shirley Mae Blake
·
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of

YOU ARE BEING SUED BY

Frederick Riehard Chandler
12021 Indiana Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above st Frederick Chandler
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state , or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed wilh the O:iunty of
Rwerside on 9/7/99
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
'
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk
FILE NO. 996242
p.9/9,9/16,9/23,9/30

Sandi Rodriguez-Schrecengost
5094 Vail Way
Mira Loma, CA 91752

Harry Melvin Blake Sr.
2595 Atlanta Ave, Space-3
Riverside, CA 92517

(?OES 1 to 5, inclusive.

The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
RACERS PUB
3812 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92503

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
·
SCHRECENGOST DEVELOP·
MENT COMPANY
5094Vall Way
Mira Loma. CA 91752
mailing address: P.O.Box 1040
Mira Loma, CA 91752

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AMITY WINDOW CLUNERS
2595 Atlanta Ave, Space-3
Riverside, CA 92517
mailing address: P.O.Box 5942
Riverside, CA 92517

901 La Serena Drive
Glendora, CA 91740

ton. 1{)114, 10/?1

